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SEC Survey Generally Reveals 
Students Enjoy New Curriculum 
Film Society planners meel. Left to right: Karen Ahern, '66: Gall Jack-
son, '66: Humphrey Bogart; Sue ('l'v.;tal, '61i; Anne Murray, 'li7 ; Aviva 
Koenigsberg, '67 (bal'kl: Karin Rost>nlhal. '67 (front >: Robin Reisil{, ' 66. 
photo by Mary-Eliza MacDanicl '68 
Student Movie-Makers Enter 
Ninety Films in April Festival 
.. All things considered," 98.5'/t of 
.the freshmen, 89'/t of the sopho-
mores and juniors, and 83.3'fr of the 
seniors "like the new calendar." 
This general a pproval has been de-
termined from the results of the cur-
riculum questionnaire prepared by 
SEC and the Curriculum Committee. 
Approximately 76'/, of the freshmen, 
and 71.7% of the upperclassmen an-
swered the questionnaire presented to 
them at the beginning of Term II. 
Enjoyment 
Of the freshmen who answered, 
97"? enjoyed the concentrated (our· 
course, twelve-week system. Of the 
sophomores, juniors, and seniors, 
c,4 n;, 53.5% and 48.5% respectively, 
preferred to work under the new sys-
·,em. 
ber :ncreased. In the sophomore and 
junior classes, 37.5% and 34% respec-
lively answered that papers de-
creased. 
The majority of the three upper 
classes had from one to four papers 
luring the first term. One hundred 
and twenty freshmen recorded nine 
. o twelve pieces of "written work" 
~md ninoty"Seven recorded more. 
These figures probably i!lclude Eng-
lish 100 themes and lab reports for 
.~cience courses. 
The greatest number of all four 
classes reported one to four hour 
exams during the term. Nearly 60% 
of the classes of '66, '67, and '68 de-
scribed the number of hour exams as 
~·maller. than in previous years. 
Increased Pressure 
An easy majority felt that reserve 
books were as difficult to obtain as 
ever. Pressure periods were con-
s'dered more frequent by 47%, 45.5%, 
and 43 % rA. the sophomores, juniors, 
and seniors respectively. In the same 
class order , 26%, 27% and 30.5 % an-
!.wered that pressure periods came 
with the same frequency as under 
the old system. 25%, 27.5% and 
26.5'/~ answered that they were less 
frequent this year . 
A majority of these three classes 
answered that it is now more diffi. 
cult to fit in long papers without 
rreglecting other work. A large pro-
portion of all four classes stated that 
at t imes pressure was too great. 
Despite the feeling of increased 
pressure, 55 % of the class of '68, 
43% of the class of '67, and 40% of 
the class of '66 reported that their 
time usage was more effective. 
Most of the students who responded 
had two or more half days free dur-
ing each week. 
They lid it. I Titles include "Flit,·· "The Kin!{ 
A festival of films made exclusively B:.igel ... "Inspiration,.. "Candles that 
IJy students seemed a .. beautiful Light the Day ... and "Satisfaction." 
i:Jea· · to Film Society's Kari'l Hosen- Several of the films arc painted cli-
The m:.ijority of every class found 
that they usually had time to do their 
work. 53'; of lhe freshmen also 
found time lo pursue their own intel-
·ctu:1I interests. However, 63C:? of 
! he sophomores. 58.5' ; of the juniors 
<ind 5~.5"/,, of the seniors did not find 
lhal '67 and Hobin Reisig 0 06 last year 1 ectly on the film . Others are ani- Lime ror these pursuits. 
so they and other students planned mated, comedy, fan tasy and "serious Hourlies and Papers 
With Se11ate Grapples 
l11creases Freshman 1 
Rules 
a.m.s 
one for April 23 and 24 and asked stu- subjects ... One entrant set a challenge For 43' ~ of the sophomores and 
dents throughout the country to sub- \\'ith the comment : .. Wail 'ti! you see r: ': of the .iunlors the approximate by Susan Sprau '68 
mil film. Ninety films had been enter- this one ... An Iowa student ontered a number of papers did not change It is official! Freshmen have (our· 
eel when News went to press-and film currently being shown on Rus- l om the old curriculum. This an· 1een 1 a.m. permissions 1of which 
n1ore arc arriving daily. £ian ~elevision . E.wer was given by only 33% of the eight may be overnights> in Term 
"We're as shocked as anyone," Continued on pllg1' fcm r .;.eniors. while 45_5c;, said the num- III. .<\t last night's meeting broad-
Karin said. "Wl've know'.1 and count-1 cast live over WBS, Senate passed a 
ed on the current interest in mm- Wh H D O~~ ? re . olution to liberalize freshman so-
making among students, but didn't I at ave rugs to er. ~i~I restrictions for the remainder of 
expect there were ihis many ctudcnts ,his year. 
ready to enter the contest this spring. c . Quest;ons 25 Users I Senate also approved the recogni-
There rea lly is a ferment." I r1mson " lion iorm for Students for a Demo-
1\Jationwide Response I crntic Scoiety before continuing its 
In response lo the 1000 fo lders that I Drugs are - "an excuse to sit an understanding of objects as a discussion of Greybook revisions for 
were sent across the country, e ntries back and let your imagination go I whole and an awareness of conflict- 196G·67. In its first two Greybook dis-
camc from as far as California, and berserk" - "the easrest way to wid- ing drives, especially the _sexual cu~:ions. Senate co:isidered the rea-
a<; clm:e co home as Harvard. Schools en your perspectives" - "a chance drive. ~oning behind freshman social re-
of entrants include: Wesleyan. Am- to perceive things in a completely The students generally agreed that, trictions. Senate me mbers and visi-
herst, Dartmouth, Columbia. N.Y.U., novel fashion" - for 25 Harvard while under the influence of drugs. tors argued that while late permis-
Boston University, Harvard, Bran- sophomores and juniors, reoo!ltly in· traditions a'ld social customs appear s ion limitation reminds a student of 
deis. Cornell. Yale. Pratt, Rice. terviewed by the Harvard Crimson, only to be society' s tools for limit- academic respons ibilities; a student's 
U.C.L.A .. Rutgers and the U:tiversily who have .alJ taken marijuana or I.SD ing the t rue potential of individuals. pre~ence in her dormitory is no guar-
of Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, during the last two years. New Ritual an tee that she will study. 
Indiana and Pennsylvania, and many Drugs at Harvard are used, in Some of the students admitted. . straw Vote 
others. varying degrees and for different however. that, although drugs allow 
The films range from two to 30 reasons, by a wide variety and un· the mind to escape from its normal 
minutes in length , are shot in black known number of students. One boy restrictions, they immediately impose 
and white or in color a'ld use about explained simply, "It makes me feel a new set of thinking patterns, cus-
every sound device conceivable. good. I laugh a lot when I'm high toms, and mores built around the rit-
Danforth Awards 
Yearly Fellowships 
"'eniars Holly Smith and Sheri Moore 
re Danforth scholarship winners. 
and have good times." ual of using drugs. 
Escape Routine Harvard stude!lts usually obtain 
Other students turn to drugs with drugs locally from friends who give 
the feeling that they're missing some- Continued 011 page nine 
thing by a routine college life, while 
"with drugs you can go into yoor 
own miOO, eicplore it, and find things 
you'd never have dreamed were true 
about yourself." 
For the majority, marijuana caus· 
es thirst, nausea, dizzy spells and 
the!l painful awakenings. In addition, 
there is an intense distortion of the 
sense of time. Everyone noted a 
change of perspective, .in which inani· 
mate objects take on extraordinary 
importance. 
Violent Distortions 
Major Orga!lization Presidents 
A.A.: Madge Evans 
Chapel: Carol Hutner 
Forum: Lonna Kane 
S.0 . : Kathy Blecatsis 
The Forum Board has an-
nounced the appointment of Gail 
Migdal '67 as News Co-ordinator : 
Susan Spear '68 as Crisis Chair· 
man; Leslie Dansker '68 as Head 
of Dorm Reps; and Sherry Crane 
·os as Head of Publicity. 
When a straw vote was taken to 
decide whether to have limited late 
rermissions, unlimited late pennis-
<io:is wil'h a written recommendation 
about study-social habits in the Grey-
book, or unlimited late permissions 
with no written recommendation; a 
majority of Senate favored unlimited 
late permissions. There was disagree-
ment as to printing any recommen-
dation. Senate postpo!led a vote to 
allow freshman " blanket" parental 
permiss ions for listed destinations or 
escorts. 
La~t night Senate formed an infor-
mal consensus on the following Grey-
book changes: allow sophomores 2 
a .m. permissions and unlimited over-
night.; , extend 2 a .m. permissions to 
Friday night, eliminate distinctions 
tetween Boston Area and other areas 
on " blanket" permissions <including 
in the Greybook a recommendation 
for responsible student behavior in all 
~ocial situations ,, permit men i'l 
dorms until 1 a.m. Friday nights. li-
mit guests by number, not by sex, 
after 11 p.m. , permit students to re-
enter and leave dormitories after 11 
p.m. and before they sign-in, simplify 
an:i increase privacy of signouts. 
With the presentation of the proper 
wording, a formal vote on these and 
other Greybook proposals will take 
place at the open Se!late meeting on 
April 19. 
The Fellwoships are awarded on an 
tnnunl basis, but are renewable for 
:"i T y ars , to men and women "who 
~, l'e erious i 1terest in college tea-
ching as a career, and who plan to 
· tudy for a Ph.D. in a field commo!I 
10 the 1mdergraduate college. 
Similar effects resulted from LSD 
highs. except that distortions were 
more violent. "Anything which is 
crumpled or quilted comes alive a'ld 
starts to crawl," said one student. 
Others said that I.SD actually wiped 
out their identity, until they could 
·'fade into themselves and watch hu-
manity pass. " ~D users expressed 
Newly elected heads of Forum 
subgroups are: Linda Lewis '68 
.met Demie Kurz '68, Civil Rights ; 
Se, a Hoosenally '67, nternationaJ 
Helations Club ; and Hillary Rod-
ham ' f>9, Young Republicans. President Clapp Initiates her lndl:m esperlence with a dangerous safari 
as -she battles with Senate. 
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Critical Policy: Cui Bono? The Readers Write 
Critics have often been called the parasites of the arts - most 
often by the artists on whom they "prey." To the actor the word 
"reviewer" may conjure up the image of a beady-eyed, acid-tongued 
dog ju the manger who accepts with glee the offer of two free 
tickets, only to turn his deadly poisen pen on the very hand which 
fed him. Yet the reviewer's criticism is intended as a service to 
actor and director, as well as to the reading public. ~art of the 
critic's business is the summar~' of a play for those involved, who 
can then "accenuate the positive and eliminate the negative" to 
bolster cruiciul weaknesses in interpretation or presentation; part 
is the evaluation of the work for the public - pulling together an 
evening's impressions for those who have seen the play, guiding 
the choice of those who may wish to see it, and summarizing the 
players' efforts "for the record." 
We at News try to fulfill this double responsibility in our criti-
cal policy; attempting to skirt both pre-fab prejudice and an easy-
going, non-critical attitude, we aim at being mild Missourians, de-
manding, "Show me." Stand:i.rd p1ocedure for a News reviewer in-
cludes pre-performance study of plot resume or theme summary of 
the work in question. and attentive !i:;tening with both ears open 
and pencil ·cocked to catch impressions and crucial quotes; later, 
the reviewer checks actors' interpretation against her own, (leaned 
from notes at the performance and from previous study. Typical 
format for a review comprises g~neral evaluation in the lead, resume 
of plot and theme for all but best-known plays, presentation of 
central characters as interpreted by actors an9 director, and criti-
cism of such technical but crucial aspects of production as blocking, 
pace, lighting, sets, and general "spirit" - instilled largely by the 
director. 
Such a method, parallel lo that used by many metropolitan 
newspapers, has proved successful for professional productions in 
the Boston area; but the question of campus events is a trickier mat-
ter. Even the need for review of Wellesley productions seems dubi-
ous how can we "fulfill our double responsibility" when our review 
postdates the closing curtain by several days, when actors can no 
longer use criticism for role improvement and audience no longer 
needs criticism to guide them in choice of entertainment? Add-to 
the journalist's difficultv the actor's dilemma; because of limited re-
hearsal ti~e. restricted "basic trnining" on the part of actors and 
student d1re.ctor. a~d sheer lack of funds to provide stunning cos-
tumes and 1mpress1ve sets, campus productions are obr1iously not 
professional ones. ls it fair to .iudge them as such? 
.W.e .~t News under~tand the difficulties besetting "campus 
creat1v1ty, we have no wish to corrode it away with acid reviews. 
Yet we feel a lax policy discourages capable productions even 
more effectively than a stringent one. We may not be able to pro-
duce a ~ew-Yorkerish guide to "goings-on about the campus" when 
those gomgs-on arc long gone. Yet a fair evaluation including both 
pros. and cons can ;;till perform basic functions of any review -
provide food for th1)t1ght or a summary of personal impressions 
for the audience, inform actors and director of audience reaction, 
create a touchstone for future campus productions, and evaluate 
the play "for the record." Despite the special circumstances beset-
ting student productions, the need for constructive criticism of cam-
pus events remains; our critical policy aims to fill it. 
Problematic Percentages 
When the SEC-Curriculum questionnaire came out at the 
opening of term II, New.v gret:"1ed it with criticism. Now that the 
results of the objective part of the questionnaire are available (see 
p. I ) News would like lo amplify its criticism with a few words of 
caution about the interpretation of the findings. 
First of all, it is importn1~t to note that only about threc-
quarers of those polled responded, biasing the sample since those 
who respond are by definition not random, not representative of 
the entire group. 
It is even more important, however, to recognize that the find-
ings cannot be interpreted as measuring the effects of the new cur-
riculum. The fact, for example, that 45.5% of the seniors reported 
more papers this year might have more to do with the fact that 
they are seniors, taking more uper level courses and seminars. than 
with the change to the new curriculum. Similarly. one would hope 
that the fact that 55 % of the Sl'phomores. 43 % of the jun'iors, and 
40% of the seniors felt that they worked more effectively this year 
than last is attributable to the increasingly effect·ive methods of 
working that a student learns durin~ her four years here rather 
than to the unpleasant realization of insufficient time. lncreascd 
efficiency but decreased time to pursue one ·s own intellectual in-
terests seem the result of either the normal pro~ression through four 
years at Wellesley or of the chc.nged curriculum, an unfortunate al-
ternative which leaves the student as the loser either way. 
Another acknowledged but undeniable shortcoming of the 
questionnaire is the ambiguity of the wording which allowed stu-
dents to guess the meaning ?,f "written work'' as the freshman poll 
reads, or ':papers" as the uppcrclass poll was phrased. It is ap-
parent from the responses that rnme students i~cluded lab reports 
and English 100 themes in thei1 estimates. Furthermore, the in-
consistency of the numbers given for pressure periods is attributed 
to the fact that many students w,·ote in that "the pressure was con-
tinuous'' and that therefore none of the available alternatives was 
the appropriate response. 
Jn closing, let pollma kers and opinion-counters take 1'(1te. 
Something indeed wHs learned from the SEC-Curriculum Com-
mittee questionnaire but we ~vspect it had more to do with the 
questionnaire than with the curriculum. 
Timing Tenure 
To the Editor: 
May I comment on last week's let-
ter by Sally Barker, Joan Hunt, and 
Harriet Simons? Many of us on the 
faculty recognize and sympathize 
with "the undefined but often intense 
discontent" prevalent among young 
µeople today. However, I wonder if 
"inflexibility" is really the "basic 
objection," or simply one part of it? 
In any case, L'l every one of the ex-
amples cited, the facts do not sup-
port the complaint. 
First, the problem of those who 
would have liked to do 370 work and 
found difficulty fitting in 365 and the 
required lecture course. When ad-
visers became aware of the problem, 
at the suggestion of the Office of the 
Dean, students \rere urged to request 
permission from the Administrative 
Board to omit the lecture course. Re-
quests were made by 6 students and 
in every case the Administrative 
Board granted the request - at its 
meeting on March 4. 
Second, the tenure rules. In gen-
eral the statements of facts were 
correct. The assumption that the 
rules are absolutely inflexible is in-
correct. May I illustrate simply 
from my own department, that of his-
tory. 
a > Although legislation does not al-
low tenure prior to &ix years in the 
rank of Assistant Professor, in cer-
tain special cases this is a techni-
cality only. Mr. Wagar was promoted 
t(l the rank of Associate Professor 
during his fifth year as art Assistant 
Professor, with the written assurance 
of tenure in due course. rAt the time 
and in the same way two other fac-
ulty members received early promo-
tions to Associate Professor rank. J 
In the ordinary case Assistant Pro-
f essors are given. in December of 
their fifth year, a very clear written 
indication of whether or not they 
can expect a tenure appointment. 
They are "considered for tenure," 
therefore, early in the fifth year not, 
as the letter stated, after six years. 
They formally receive it after six. 
bl In determining tenure a per-
son's age relative to other members 
or the department is considered, for 
the eminently sensible reasons given. 
Age, however, is only one of a num-
ber or factors and the age rule is not 
completely inflexible. Mrs. Turner 
and I are both Associate Professors, 
born in the same calendar year. 
Since our birthdays fall in Septem-
ber and December we will be "grow-
inK old together" and will no doubt 
expire simultaneously as professors. 
Third, departmental structure: 
al Departments do not have an 
absolutely "fixed size." The staff of 
the history department, exclusive of 
members on leave, has fluctuated as 
follows over the past four years: 
1965-66, 10 5/6; 1964-65, 10 116; 1963-
64, 10 5/6; 1962-63, 11 116. 
bJ Valuable teachers can some-
times be encouraged to stay by offer--
ing them the number of courses and 
the specific courses they desire to 
1 each. Mrs. Berlin is being accom-
modated in this way. Several other 
members or the department have 
been similarly accommodated in the 
past. Of course a reduced program 
ir.volves a reduced salary. Any other 
arrangement would be unfair to other 
acuity members, 
My conclusion is that lack of full 
in!ormatio:t and lack of communka-
lio:i are more basic difficulties than 
the specific examples of alleged "in-
flexibility" presented in the letter. 
Let us all try to be clear about our 
fact·s. first, and then work to cor-
rect the real difficulties which do 
exist. 
Sincerely, 
Alice B. Colburn 
Department of History 
Nothing Personal 
To the Editor: 
I am not engaging in a persona] 
feud with News but let me call the 
following to your reviewer's atten-
tion: 
The Drunkard was writte!l in 1844 
and is a genuine, not "mock" melo-
drama. We produced it almost word 
for word. 
The style of acting is traditiona1, a 
standard acting technique. The poses 
were taken from a conCemPorary 
book on pantomime in acting. 
The purpose or the production was 
TEMPTATIONS 
See? The Honor System never fails. 
Here's one campus problem that has survived the last 18 
annual Greybook revisions. This year Senate is trying a new 
attack: remove the sign instead of the student. (This car-
toon by Ruth Stevens Lyons first appeared in News and was 
reprinted in her 1948 cartoon book, lfltellectual Curiosity 
Owned, operated. nnd published weekly on Thursday, September through May inclusive 
l'~C<'pt durin<? Christrnns and sprinJit va<'.ations nnd during examination periods by the 
Wt>lle•ley Collesie News, offices in Green Hnll. Wellesley Collesie. Wellesl~y. Mass. 02181. 
Tt•l<'phonp 235-0545 and 235-0320, extension 270. Ci.rculntion 2500 to students (included 
in tuition) and to faculty, plus 500 sub~criptions., 500 office copies. Subscription '4.75 
P<'r nnnum. Second class postage paid at Boston, Mass., under the act of March 8, 1897. 
Rt>presented for National Advertising by National AdvertWng Service Inc. 1.----------------------------' 
not to impart moral elevation in 
poetry or theatre of the absurd, but 
to entertain. 
The audience liked it because they 
understood this, as your reviewer ob· 
viously did not. 
Sincerely, 
Linda Riebel '67 
Spirit of Review 
To the editor: 
We were delighted by Shakes' pro-
duction of "Taming of the Shrew," 
and we were stimulated by Miss 
Dickenson's review. We wonder if 
we might not ask Miss Heller and 
her vehement echoes if they under· 
stood the spirit in which the review 
was written. Critical and caustic in 
tone perhaps; cer>tainly so to a'lyone 
who prides herself on being a part of 
Shakes, or who has abandoned her-
self to the very genuine enjoyl\lent 
the play offered. 
We, however. round 1.fiss Dicken· 
son's review peppery and more to our 
taste than the bland diet of rehash 
which News' reviews often seem re-
stricted to. Miss Diclrenson's review 
is one opinion, one independent re-
action, and intended as such. Wt> 
cannot understand Miss Levering's 
comments about the real and the 
ideal nor her Socratic questioning. 
It almost seems as if she had an 
ideal Shakespeare-review Form in 
mind against which sbe measured 
Miss Dickenson'& review. 
The emotion of the other attacks 
suggests that some people feel that 
News should be personally satisfying 
rather than provocative, that News 
should recreate for them the pleasure 
they perhaps felt ·at this particular 
production. We, on the other hand, 
were able to allow for Miss Dicken-
son' s personal bias, her ideals, her 
standards. Perhaps Shakespeare So-
ciety does not wish to be subjea to 
review at all. Perhaps a better mode 
of coverage would be a feature story, 
the gist of which would always be 
"A good time was had by all." 
Sincerely, 
Jeanie Bowers '66 
Liz Block '66 
Encore 
To the editor: 
Analogy: The jazz concert was to 
Wellesley as the new spring day to 
the grayed, left-over snow on the 
ground. Encore! 
Sincerely, 
Lora Benjamin '67 
Aviary Encore 
To the editor: 
Mr. D'Amato makes a.'l interesting 
point in his letter of March 10. His 
rhetorical question is, might not the 
"doves' " insistence on democratic 
processes drive the majority into the 
camp of the ''hawks," the rhetorica1 
answer being, I take it, that it is a 
likely possibility. Mr. D'Amato must 
be thinking of the fact that 18 months 
ago the most publicly eloquent op-
ponent to escalation was President 
Johnson, running for election against 
a "hawk"; that he won overwhelm-
ing support in an election fought 
largely on this issue, and then, sud-
denly, in accord with a new theory 
of political reality (the D'Amato Par-
adox), escalated. Therefore 
"Beware of the democratic process, 
Who can guess where it will fo'ce us! 
Reality is seldom what it seems, 
Truth not black and white but grey 
and green. 
Silence ooble, protest raucous, 
Let us ·not disturb the caucus! 
And pay attention thee to me 
c Instructor of Political Economy>. 
Yours truly, 
Dan Fraenkel 
Harvard Medical School 
Clarification 
To the Editor: 
In the article in last week's News 
about the Swarthmore-Wellesley ex· 
change, I was quoted as sayL'lg that 
much of the political activity there 
~eemed merely to be "a desperate 
attempt to find something to do." 
Continutd on page i:ltvtn 
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Barstow Evaluates Reviewing Birth Control Group Seeks Aid 
Passage of Bill No. 2965, currently 9e0d postcards to their Representa· 
Paul R. Barstow 
ED. NOTE: This article ls the first 
in a .>eries of faculty columns, col· 
umns we hope will become a channel 
through which members of the fac· 
ulty can express themselves to the 
campus community as a whole. We 
invite tbe faculty to contribute ar· 
tides freely on Issues of interest to 
them. 
For the first column, Mr. Barstow 
comment.s on the current "opening 
night" review controversy. New York 
Times drama critic Stanley Kauff. 
man has been writing his reviews on 
tbe basis of previews - pre-opening 
night performances - rather than 
the customary opening night perform· 
ances. While theatre people charge 
that be Is judging them prematurely, 
Kauffman contends he can write more 
thoughtful reviews by seeing the 
plays earlier. Here, Mr. Barstow 
offers some observations on the Is· 
sue. 
By Paul R . Barstow, 
Director of Theatre 
I have been asked to comment O!J 
the "opening night" review contro-
versy and do so with some trepida· 
tion. No one likes to be caught out in 
conventional views. But such thoughts 
as I have are these. 
The theatre is a temporal art, and, 
as Gordon Craig complained, it is de· 
pendent on the most u!lreliable of 
artifacts, the living and variable per· 
former. <Really important things like 
television series episodes are put on 
tape with canned laughter to elim· 
inate the possibility of bloopers. A 
book often needs an errata slip and 
subsequent revised editions. The care· 
ful artist hopes for a well·lit gallery 
of impressive reputation as the scene 
of his one-ma'l show and supervises 
the hanging of his paintings. But the 
ad-Or is required to risk all on the 
vagaries of his own performance on 
a certain night and the digestion and 
domestic bliss of a few professional 
rensibilities on that same night. His 
cry is still: "Speak of me as I am ; 
r.othing exte!luate I Nor set down 
aught in malice." or ". . . report me 
and my cause aright I To the unsatis· 
fied.") 
The play reviewer has at least two 
crucial functions - to report an event 
and to evaluate a work of art. Critics 
like Mr. Stanley Kauffman, who are 
:eriously concerned with the second 
of these, deplore the necessity. for 
the first. Unfortunately for us all, 
the limited time and energy at his 
disposal precludes the most obvious 
:olution of his problem: to separate 
the two. 
We would like to see more tha'l 
once, and perhaps several times, 
those productions which truly stimu· 
late and satisfy our appetite for 
dramatic experience. How much wiser 
we would often be to return to what 
is really fine rather than restlessly 
to pu~ue what is new but all too 
often meritricious. The professional 
critic is hired to stand in for us as 
the evaluator of the new. We pay him 
to see everything so that we may be 
Shalcespears Lecture Explores 
Man In Relation To His World 
by Dorothy Glancy '67 
The sparkle of delightful British 
wit highlighted the serious purport of 
Prof. John Lawlor's lecture on "The 
Limits of Suffering" in Shakespear· 
ean drama last Monday evening. 
Prof. Lawlor, visiting professor at 
Brandeis from the University of 
Kiel, Staffordshire, England, treated 
the categorization of Shakespeare's 
serious plays, their thematic con· 
tinuity as well as their development. 
He sees Shakespeare in his serious 
plays as presenting "man U!lder 
stress - at the breaking point." 
Inevitable Suffering 
Shakespearean characters reach 
these limits of suffering, asserted 
Prof. Lawlor, in the confrontation of 
an unalterable situation or code of 
values, as in Romeo and Juliet. 
Moreover these limits are reached 
in the tension betwee!l the gregar· 
iousness essential to Shakespeare's 
view of human nature and the "im· 
pulse to individuality" that can isolate 
such protagonists as Richard lII or 
Macbeth in the "world of 'l am I'." 
This "futile circle of 'I am I '," 
which Prof. Lawlor cleverly showed 
as echoed in a circular movement on 
the platform stage, inevitably leads 
to suffering. However, as is evident 
in the inseparable truth of both the 
fact and the fictio:i, the history and 
the poesy of the endi!lg of King Lear, 
the limits of suffering can be reached 
and transcended. Indeed Lear, in the 
illusion of his last dying speech over 
Cordelia, "passes beyond the reach 
of human kind," beyond disillusion, 
beyond suffering. 
Professor Lawlor's delightful man· 
!1er was matched only by his apt in· 
sight into the underlying ~ump­
tions and reflected view ~ints im· 
plicit in Shakespeare's dramatic 
characters and situations. His lecture 
may be taken as an example of the 
new and more creative criticism 
which he recommended to the new 
generation of critics in his audience. 
Polaroid President Combines 
Routine and Creative Work 
Last week Dr. Edwin Land, Presi· 
dent of Polaroid Corp., offered te· 
f reshi!lg insights into the well recog-
nized but little understood inequities 
o{ education and occupation in the 
U.S. 
The focus of Dr. Land's talk, spon· 
rored by the Economics Department, 
was labor and creativity. He ex· 
plained his concern for utilizing the 
innate creativity and inquisitiveness 
o{ every huma'l being, including that 
of production line laborers. He re-
marked that less educated workers 
are often more creative than college 
graduates whose imagination has 
been stifled by f'ormal education. 
Switch Jobs 
Dr. Lani? recounted Polaroid's ex· 
periment with switching employees 
from assembly line to experimental 
labs and vice versa so that everyone 
had a chance to use his creativity. 
He admitttt:I limited success in sub· 
stantiating bis hypothesis that every 
person likes to do some ma'lual work, 
if it is coupled with creative work. 
When employees alternated on a 
monthly basis, Polaroid found that 
everyone liked lab work and no one 
cared for assembly work. Dr. Land 
plans to test his theory further by 
alternating employees on a half day 
basis in the hopes that by integrating 
manual and mental work, everyooe 
will enjoy both. 
Dr. Land maintained that although 
man may not have to work fo'!" a. 
living in the near future, he should 
continue to work for personal satis· 
faction. He pointed out that organ· 
ized productive life is beneficial to 
the progress of society as well as to 
the in:lividual and that the U.S. L'l· 
dustrial process should integrate man· 
. !al and creati'le work rather than 
encourage people to icpe away their 
existence. 
spared the waste of time and money 
and the endurance of tedium for 
shoddy or inferior work. If we were 
willing to make up our own minds 
his function would be minor, a pre-
liminary weeding of the garden we 
would cultivate ourselves. 
before the Massachusetts State Leg- tives as well as make the public 
aware of the issue. 
Strong Public stand 
But as we determine to see only 
the best tor what a consensus hails 
as the best) we give the critic an 
ecooomic power which supercedes bis 
artistic judgment. We make him mur· 
der what he might well be co!ltent 
merely to dissect. 
islature would make legal physicians 
prescribing and pharmacists provid· 
ing contraceptives. It would also leg· 
alize dispensation of birth cootrol 
information in Massachusetts. 
-The Massachusetts Public Health 
As Edward J . Colling, Boston U. 
professor and coordinator of MPHA's 
campaign, said, passage of the bill 
"depends on a strong public stand." 
Continued on page e/e1·en 
Association has begun a statewide 
campaign to enlist public support of 
the bill. By advertising the ~tition 
on p. 10 o( this issue, the MPHA 
hopes to encourage professors tQ 
When a similar bill was de-
f-eated by the Legislature last year, 
the MPHA found that most opposing 
votes had been based on a fear of 
voter reaction, rather than dissap-
proval of the bill's content. 
Want to go 
50/SOona 
TWA jet? 
You can get 50', off the i·egulal' Jet Coach fare when you fly TWA 
in the U.S. If you're between 12 and 22, fill out the fol'm below and 
take it with pl'oof of age to any TWA office. Buy your membership 
card for $3-and the sky's the limit. You fly on a stand-by basis-
except fol' the few days listed below. Note: if you have an ID card 
from another airline, we'll honor that, too. 
And i·emember, even though you're going for half fare, you 
always get full service-meals and all. Questions? Call your nearest 
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5. PROOF OF AGE Check type of proof submitted with this appltcatton. Send photostat, not original, with matled 
appltcat•on. 0 Birth Cer1tf1cate 0 Driver's license 0 Draft Card O School Record O Passport 
: Other Cspec1fy>----- ----------------------
• : 6. Color of hair ________ 7 Col0t of eyes ______ _ 
: 8 Enclose $3.00 0 Check O Money Order (Not refundable. DO NOT t.:AIL C,o\SH.) 
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Student Movie-Makers Enter Films ... 
Co11tinued from page u11e 
Almost all of the filmmakers 1 in-
cluding Californians, Texans and mid-
westenersl have asked for tickets to 
attend the Festival, which will be 
held in Alum on Saturday, April 23 
at 2 and 7:30 p.m. and April 24 at 2 
p.m. 
Noted Judges 
Judging the films will be: Robert 
Gardner, director of the Film Studies 
Center at Harvard ; Paul Lee. assis-
ta.'lt professor of humanities at 
M.I.T.; and Peter Chermayelf, ar-
chitect and creator of the film 
"Orange and Blue," recently shown 
at Wellesley. 
The judging will be completed dur-
ing Wellesley's spring vacation, the 
contents of the three programs de-
The Peace Corps has published 
a directory listing some 120 train· 
Ing programs it Is launching this 
summer for forty-seven nations of 
Asia, Africa and Latin America. 
Directed at the Class ol '66, the 
directory Is being malled to thou-
sands of college seniors and grad-
uate students across the U. S. 
The directory contains descrip. 
tlons of each program scheduled 
to the June, July, August training 
phase. The programs are listed by 
type and geographical region and 
are indexed by appropriate college 
major. 
Coples of the directory can be 
obtained fro'1 the campus Place-
ment Office or by writing the Dlvl· 
slon of Public Information, Peace 
Corps, Washington, D. C. 20525. 
1 termined at that time, and judges 
I will be present Saturday evening for a panel discussion on student film-
maki!tg and on this festival. A recep-
tion immediately following the Satur-
day evening showing will be held in 
Alumnae Hall ballroom for all those 
interested in meeting the judges and 
those of the filmmakers who will be 
present. 
Tickets On Sale 
Tickets for the festival will go on 
sale Monday, April 18 and will be 
Cree to subscription holders in the 
society. The Saturday and Sunday 
aftemoo!l programs will be 50 cents 
and the Saturday evening 75 cents 
to non-subscription holders. 
Many letters asking for tickets 
have been received in addition to 
flm-~ntries. "Its very being delights 
me!" commented one of the entrants 
cl the festival. 
Enjoyable Mailbox 
"Here we've had three Cilms a year 
Cl'ntinued on page eight 
Recreation Schedule 
The Rec. building will be avail-
able for use at ·the following times: 
Mon., March 28-Sun., April 3: 
Regular hours with recreational 
swimming included. 
Mon., April 4: Open 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. No recreatio!lal swimming. 
Tues., April S.Sun., April 17: 
01;en 10 a.m.-4 p.m. No recrea-
lional swimming. 
Mon., March 28-Mon. April 4: 
The Mary Hemenway Hall Gym-
nasium will be open 8:30 a.m. to 
5 p.m. 
Three Sisters Computers Galore 
by Pat Worsley '68 
''Conversion ii always exquisfte 
anguish,'' said the Wellesley treas-
urer. "It was Vf!r/ sad,'' replied the 
M.J.T. graduate student. And '' .•• it 
has been narMI . . . to help . . .," 
comforted Tiiie New YN'k 'l'lme9. 
The "it"? Try a trio ol versatile 
sisters who have brought <among 
other things> adjustment to admin· 
istration, error to eros, and acceler· 
ation to academia. 
Baity tJNIV AC 
When Wellesley brought her Baby 
UNIVAC 1004 borne to stay, the ad· 
justment problems were ooes of "ex· 
quisite anguish." But at M.l.T., Sis-
ter Honeywell 200, ~more demanding 
and expensive little number, caused 
her boss. Contact organizier David 
De Wan. 1 as reported in Look i more 
than simple anguish. m a fit of 
jealous passion. she matched his 
steady <a Wellesley lass) with an 
Amherst lad to form eros's inevitable 
triangle. However, the Amherst lad 
soon dissolved the triangle. leaving 
Dewan with only an angular metallic 
rectangle to caress - calculating 
Honeywell 200. 
"You get fed enough punch cards, 
and you can deal a rew punches or 
your own," Miss Honeywell 200 ex-
plained unfeelingly to this reporter. 
Siket Cupid 
IBM 360, wiser and maturer than 
her two you.ttger sisters (and also 
less perfidious than Honeywell 200 l. 
has given up evoking emotion to aid 
academia. 
Charging $80,000 a month for her 
assistance, Mia 3llO will belp tbNe sity computer center,' servict?ll 
North Carolina universities facilitate North Carolina State University, 
their administrative and academic Dute University, and the Univenity 
problem-solving. "I'll deal with prob- ol North Carolina." 
lems ranging from student registra. Par-.le Diet 
lions to medical research," a rather "Whee," spun Sister Honeywell 200, 
unenthusiastic Miss 360 informed. who is often a victim ol delusiom 
NeYer to Sprlakle ol her own greatness, a paraooiac 
She added a bit wi5tfully, "Of tendency attributable to over-feedinp 
course, I'll never 1et the chance to of her punch-card diet. 
fold, bend or spindle a date." Miss I Modest Baby Sister loot reminded 
360 was referring to a Yale student's her sometimes "un-mindful" Sliter 
request l quoted in Look l made to Honeywell 200 that '"we bave beeD 
Cousin IBM 7094, Match's Miss, oot known to make mistakes." 
to "fold, bend or spindle my date." lOM Wlehb Wl'e9dl 
Since Miss 360 bas discarded the Searching her memory, Mia loot 
passion pursuit, she finds her mem· recalled, "I've been here at WeU. 
ory less prone to offer data blanks ley since November, 1964, but, boy 
or blank dates. "You probably didn't did l ever put a wrench ... " 
realize," she spoke impulsively, "but "Oh, can that word be spelled with 
I head the 'nation's largest univer· Continued on page twelve 
Felix Greene Evaluates Trip, 
Analyzes Sino-U. S. Attitude 
by Cathy Miller '67 
"U Thant said that if the American 
i;eople knew what was going O!l in 
this war, they would rise up in arms 
- I agree thoroughly with that." So 
stated Felix Greene in an illustrate<l 
lecture at Jordan Hall sponsored by 
the Ford Hall Forum on Sunday, 
March 13. Mr. Greene, one of the 
leading authorities on present day 
China. has written two books, Awak-
ened China and A Curtain of Ignor-
ance, as welJ as producing the movie 
"China" which was released in 1965. 
He has just returned to the United 
States Crom an eight month tour of 
the world, during which he spent five 
weeks !n Communist China and three 
weeks in North Vietnam, where he 
interviewed Ho Chi Mirrh. 
Mr. Greene, who has also inter· 
viewed the Chi~e leaders several 
limes, spoke first on China's attitude 
toward the United States' involvement 
in the Vietnamese War. The fact that 
the United States has been unable to 
crush the Communist guerilla forces 
seems to validate to the Chinese Mao 
Tse-Tung's idea that the spirit of the 
people is more important than the 
weapons one side has at its disposal. 
M<>reover, the U!lited States will be· 
come involved, if the war continues 
in a land war in Asia - a kind of 
war which all of their technical and 
military advisors had warned them 
against. All of this indicates to the 
Chinese that history is proving what 
they have been saying: that imperial-
ist wars end up turning against the 
imperial powers. 
Expectation of FlghtJng 
Mr. Greene said that he had no-
ticed a great feeling of expectation 
among the Chinese that they "·ould 
soon be fighting the United States in 
their own country. The civilian militia 
has been extended and reactivated. 
He warned, "They told me and l can 
believe it that China today ca!l mobil-
ize 100 million members of the civil· 
ian defense in a matter of a few 
hours." This militia is largely def en· 
sive, though: no improvements have 
been made on the navy. 
There arc, however. only a few 
conditions under which China would 
enter into the war in Vietnam. If her 
citil's and missile sites i!l Sinkiang 
province were bombed, she would try 
lo force the United States into a land 
war on her own soil as well as in 
Vietnam. If the United Slates moves 
north of the 17th parallel, which 
divides North and South Vietnam, 
China would probably respond as she 
did in Korea. 
Psychological lmPact 
One of the prettiest spring-
summer arrangements we've seen. 
In discussing the war from Hanoi's 
point of view, Mr. Greene stressed 
the psychological impact of the war. 
If Preside!lt Johnson's strategy i~ 
increasing the bombing was to bring 
the North Vietnamese to the confer· 
ence table, "it had just the opposite 
effect." This is, he asserted, as mean· 
ingless as the discussions that the 
Germans tried to enter with the 
British after Dunkirk and as useless 
as any attempt .Qy the Japanese to 
get the United States to a conference 
would have been immediately after 
Par! Harbor. The forces in North 
Viet!lam, however, do not feel , psy-
chologically at least, that they are up 
against more than they can handle: 
they did, after all, defeat the Frooch. 
John Meyer's gentle " boy" suit in a gooseberry 
cotton print. Tailored with the loving care that's 
typically John Meyer. Bouquet of spring-posy 
colors. Sizes 6to16. $25.00. 
The "go with" Bermuda bag. $9.00. 
All pt ices ate " about." 
What the leaders in the North are 
primarily concerned about is the In· 
tent ol the United States. Actions, not 
words, indicate true intent to Asians; 
it is hard for them to believe we are 
sincere when our bids for peace 
when we keep sendi!lg in more anns 
and troops, Mr. Greene pointed out. 
At the momEqt, the leaders in the 
Contimlfti olt pdge nine 
. 
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··Lite without music would be a mistake," said Nietzsche, 
and it is indeed hard to imagine a tuneless world. Music, from 
Bach to the B~atles, expreS$CS .. all that goes on in the heart 
of man.'· It can stimulate flights of the imagination as fan-
tast!c as the world. _of L::iura Grosch 's drawing on the pre-
ceding page. In d1tfercr.t forms it is a correlative to everv 
mood, from the deepest !T'elancholy to the exuberant cxperi-
nce ~f a day in early sprin~. As another German philosopht>r 
put 1t. "This deep rclati!'n which music bears to the true 
nature of all things also explains the fact that suitable music 
played to any e\·ent or surrounding ~eems to disclose to us 
1t~ r:nost secret meaning and <:.pp..:ars as the most accurnte and 
d1stmct commentary upon it; as also the fact that whoever 
gives himself up entire!~ to ~he impressions of a symphony 
seems to see all the possible events of life and the world take 
place in him!'clf." 
Books Amplify Music Enjoyment 
CraHf ord Composes J.lf usical 
Rendition Of '"Ash TJ7 ednesday' 
The first performa!lce of the "Ash 
Wednesday" oratorio, com_posed by 
John Crawford, assistant professor of 
music will take place in Houghton 
Memorial Chapel next February. 
The Music Department has mus-
tered the impressive forces of a com· 
plete symphony orchestra and a large 
choir necessary for performance of 
the 40 minute work. The six section 
com_position is the first musical rendi· 
tion of T. S. Eliot's religibus poem. 
Two Choirs Plus 
Mr. Crawford will conduct •he 
Cambridge Festival Orchestra, the 
Harvard Glee Club and the Wellesley 
College Choir for the performance. 
There will be two soloists. a soprano 
a!1d a baritone. and a narrator. Also 
that evening, William Herrmann, di-
rector of the Wellesley College Choir. 
will conducl Brahms' "Song of Des-
i iny" for mixed chorus and orchestra. 
Elliot Forbes, director of the Har-
\·ard Glee Club. will conduct a group 
of motets for male voices. 
Mr. Crawford began his study of 
music in 1947 al the Yale School of 
Music. After graduation he spent a 
year studying in Paris and then went 
lo Zurich. Then Mr. Crawford re-
turned to Yale where he received his 
~laster of Music degree a!ld subse-
quently attended graduate school at 
Harvard. He spent 1956-1!!60 in Vienna 
\\'here he completed his six section 
oratorio. 'l\vo works by Mr. Craw-
for~ have been published by E. c. 
Schirmer of Boston: Magnificat 
1 Hl56 > and Amour, Tu As Ete Mon 
' 'Taitre I 1965 l. 
Mr. Crawford recently became a 
member of lhe American Composers· 
A!Hance, a perf,orming rights society 
organized to promote music of Amer· 
ican composers. Director of the 
Chamber Music Society at Wellesley 
for three years, Mr. Crawford is cur-
rently writing a string quartet, which 
may be prese!lted at a concert al 
Wellesley next year. 
News Staff 
Monteux Work Misses Mark 
by Susie Linder '67 
Perhaps the fact that It's All In 
the Music creates a particular prob-
lem when one wants to paint in words 
the peculiar genius of a great musi-
cian. But Doris Monteux in her biog-
raphy of her husband. Pierre Mon· 
teux. not only fails to convey a se!lse 
of his special musical sensibility but 
even falls short of characterizing him 
as a personality with any vividness. 
UohapPy Structure 
Part of the problem results from 
he structure of the biography. It 
consists of a series of letters to an 
un'.dentified friend who, we are to 
imderstand. is excremely anxious to 
!e::irn abouc the Maestro. Mrs. Mon-
teux. thus, provides him with infor-
matio!l gained on lazy afternoons 
when she has induced the Maestro 
to reminisce upon his long and event-
ful life. 
But the monotonous format of letter 
fter letter and the self-consciousness 
of the style are irritating. Even 
:hough much of the book consists of 
reconstructed quotations of what 
Monteux said. the material is not so 
'ntegrated as to give an idea about 
Lhe perso!lality behind the history. 
Thrives on Unexpected 
Of his musical career we learn a 
!!reat deal, though one somelim~ 
wonders about his personal life. II 
eems that Monteux thrived on the 
t·nexpected. Born in France in 1876, 
he began his musical education with 
the study of the violin at age seven, 
l,ut later won acclaim for 'lis talent 
on the viola. He thought of himself 
·n his early 20's as a serious quartet· 
ist but gai!led a name for conducting 
ballet. 
After a ;)criod in the army during 
World War I. Monteux came to Amer· 
ica to conduct a company of the 
Ballet Russe and was discovered by 
the director of the Metropolitan 
Opera, who asked him lo conduct 
French Opera at the 'Met.· 
Other Artists 
During his two years there he came 
lo know personally many of the fam-
ous singers of the years 1/~7-19 -
Caruso. I•'arrar. Malzenauer lo name 
c. few. In fact. one of the most in· 
triguing aspects of the book are Mon· 
teux's personal and musical estima· 
lions or such artists as Saints-Saens, 
Diaghilev, Mahler and Casals. 
instrumental in breaking down the 
prejudices of proper Bostonians 
against Negro performers. 
Returning to Europe, Monteux be-
came guest conductqr of the famous 
Orchestra in Amsterdam. His musical 
fastidiousness and understanding atti-
tude towards both composer and per· 
formers earned him the respect of 
the famous but very difficult Dutch 
::onductor Me!lgelberg. In fact, with 
the Concertgebouw Monteux played 
one of the few concerts with which 
"1e was ever satisfied. 
Symphooique de Paris 
The term with the Dutch Orchestra 
was followed by a position as con· 
"uctor of the Orchestra Symphonique 
rle Paris. During this period, Monteux 
CE>tablished his dream of school for 
conductors, the Ecole Monteux 
Perhaps his rules for cond~ctors, 
:ncluded in the appendix of the book, 
_•xpress the qualities of the man as 
-.veil as anything Doris Monteux tells 
.iS about him. His i!lstructions "Know 
~·our score perfectly" "Never conduct 
<or the audience" but "Don't fail to 
make music; don't allow music to 
.tagnate'' are indications of the Mon-
lcux rigorously exact but extremelv 
>ensitive. extremely dignified but ai-
ll'ays compassionate. 
San Francisco to Israel 
The way Montcux came to conduct 
1 he San Francisco Orchestra indi· 
cates another personality trait - a 
need for cha!lge and adventure. Jn-
\'ilcd while still with the Paris Or· 
chcstra, Monteux reflected that tak-
ing the position would mean giving 
up his former job, his home and his 
school to accept a new and difficult 
role. 
But never able to resist a cha!· 
lcnge, he agreed. After nearly 17 
years, his restless spirit seized him 
again and he left San Francisco to 
lead the Israeli Philharmonic Orches-
tra. 
Israel made a great impression on 
him. It seemed in its wealth of his-
tory and heritage of struggle to pro· 
voke him to i!ltrospection. Doris 
Monteux relates snatches of thoughts 
which are perhaps the most revealing 
in lhe whole book. 
Lives in Reflections 
One wishes that she had managed 
to make the man alive in the rest 
of the biography as vividly as he 
lives in reflections like this: "Then, 
too, music has dtsappointed me many 
limes. No matter how I try l can 
never seem to make it sound as 
dream it should sound. Is this m~ 
fault? It certainly is not the compos 
er's fault. I'm sure Beethove!l an 
Brahms knew absolutely how they 
wanted their compositions to sound. 
Have I let them down by my inad 
quacy? Once in a while I arrive a 
producing something beautiful fro 
an orchestra, but these times ar 
rare." 
Even at the age of 89. Monteu 
wished to live at least another year. 
His was a spirit which could say, 
"I am very old and tired, but I love 
life and hope to live a bit more." 
Gelatt Discusses 
Saga Of The Disc 
The Fabulous Phonograph, Roland 
Gelatt, Appleton-Century, 1965, $6.95. 
336 pages. illustrated. 
Rola!ld Gelatt's The Fabulous Pbon· 
ograph is, in his words, "the first 
comprehensive history of the phono-
graph to be undertaken." Compre· 
hensive it certainly is, down to the 
most minute detail of the evolution 
of the phonograph, but, thanks to his 
··apid, easy style the book rarely be-
romes tedious. 
The phonograph, which made its 
appearance in urn, was conceived of 
independently and almost simultan· 
eously by Fre!lcbman Charles Cros 
and American Thomas Alva Edison· 
~di5?n was, however, the first ~o get 
his idea off the drawingboard, and 
thus was credited with the machine's 
invention. 
Tinfoil to Stereo 
From 1880 on technological im-
orovements ~n the phonograph 
abounded. Emde Berliner invented a 
flat disc record in co!ltrast to Edi· 
son's tinfoil cylinders. Various re-
cording mediums, from the original 
tinfoil through wax, rubber and shel-
lac to plastic were tried. Mechanical 
power was forsaken in favor of elec-
tric. Long playing records evolved, 
followed by high fidelity, and even· 
tually stereo. 
Paralleling the discussion of tech-
nological improvements and court 
cases resulting from pate!lt wars, 
Gelatt introduces what is perhaps the 
focal element of his study: the saga 
of recorded music. His book is a 
treasure trove of such names as Ca· 
ruso, Patti. Toscanini and Stokowski 
virtuosos whose early support of th~ 
medium helped to make the phono-
graph the instrument of musical and 
cultural value that it is today. 
for the nearness of you 
.... fiidel!R. 
News is proud to announce the fol-
lowing additions to its staff of asso-
ciate reporters. Ann Carter '69, Betty 
Deroy '69, Cynthia Gret:m '67, Cathy 
Miller '67. Nancy Ross '69, Ann Sher-
wood '68, Susan Sterling '68, Kath-
leen Thomas '69, and Amanda Wiles 
0 68. 
News staff selection is based on 
senior editors' evaluation of one fea-
ture and one news article submitted 
by each girl. Try-outs are held at 
the beginning of Term I and Term 
II every year. 
While he was still with the Mel, 
Monteux was approached by the 
manager of the Boston Symphony 
which needed a conductor. Ile ac-
cepted lhc position. which he held for 
five years. During that time he made 
very significant contributions to the 
pre-eminence of the orchestra. 
Aaron Copland Aids Listener 
You"re sure of yourselhd1en you have 
Bidelle. Here is a sofr, safe cloth, pre-
moi~tenecl with soolhing lotion, that 
clean~ and refrc,Jic, ... ~wiftly banishes 
odor and di-1·0111 rorl. 
LJ,e Bidt•[[C ror intimatl' cleanliness 
ar work. al li(•dt ime. during mcn51 rua-
t ion. wliilr tra"•ling. or whenever 
w1·atht·r '-ln•• s or acli' ity creates the 
need for n ·11"11rance. 
Ask for iudi,idually foil-wrapped, 
disposahlr llideuc in I h" new e11sy-to-
opc:n fan [old eel I owe le•!!"'· .. ul your 
drugstore in one dozen and economy 
packages. For lo\'cly l'f"iillahle Pur~e­
Pack with 3 Bideuc and literature 
send 25c with coupon. ' 
IT-'ith Bille/I~ in 
) 'OU.r purse. you need 
nertr be in doubt! 
r----------
1 Dept. 1·66 
P.O. Box 2300 G.P.O. I Nt" York, New York 10()()1 
I enclose 25¢ to Co\'er postage 
:ind handling. Send Bitlcttc 
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Music 0£ Own Epoque 
It was al his direction that the 
orchestra first began to play music 
of its ow!l epoque. Moreover, he was 
Tour Russia, Poland 
Czechoslovakia and Germany 
on Lufthansa's exciting 
Student Seminar 
this summer. 
History and headlines will come alive as you explore in depth 12 
of East Europe's most exciting and intriguing cities. 
Doctor Bernard Flicker. noted historian and educator will be your 
guide to Moscow, Leningrad, Riga. Erevan. Tbilisi , Kiev. Warsaw. 
Cracow. Wroclaw, Prague. Karlsbad and Berlin. You will see all that 
is best of the old and new attend opera. plays and concerts: meet 
and talk with students -exchanging views and ideas. A not-to·be-
missed adventure. this 44 day tour leaves New York June 24 and 
costs $1.423 in Economy Class. For details mail the coupon. 
r------------- ------------1 
LUFTHANSA GERMAN AIRLINES-Tour Dept. . UX 122 
410 Park Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10022 
Gentlemen · Please send information on your Student Seminar under the 





My Travel Agent is 
8 Lufthansa 
German Airlines 1 _________________________ J 
By Barbara Furne '69 
"Are you hearing everything that 
is going on?" II you can't answer 
affirmatively, Aaron Copland, direc-
tor of the League of Com_posers and 
Lt former lecturer of music at Har-
vard University and the Berkshire 
Music Center, suggests that you read 
his book What to Listen (or in Music. 
Intelligent LlstenJog 
Mr. Copland immediately makes a 
distinction between the popular no-
tion of "being musical" and being 
sensitive to music. Although an indi· 
victual may recognize the note G 
sharp, thus _possessing the talent of 
absolute pitch, it is only of mi!lor 
significance in terms of understand-
ing music. 
The only real pre-requisite for in· 
lelligent listening is being able to 
recognize a melody. "You must be 
able to relate what you hear at any 
given moment to what has just hap-
pened before and what is about to 
come afterward. In other words, 
music is an art that exists L'l point 
of time." 
Three Planes 
Mr. Copland divides the listening 
process into three planes: the sensu-
ous, the expressive, and the musical. 
Is your radio on? Are you listening 
to it without really thinking about the 
P.rocess? Then you are involved in 
the sound appeal of music, an inte-
gral p~ of the musician's style. 
However, music has more than one 
plane. The expressive plane con-
tains its expressive power, the 
meaning behind the notes. The 
musical plane involves the melodies, 
the rhythms, the harmonies and col-
ors 'Of compositions, and some of the 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
principles of musical furm. 
Forms In Music 
Mr. Copland u..~ the rest of his 
book to aid the listener in listening. 
From the moment of i!lspiration, 
through the elements of music, to 
texture, structure and forms - the 
fugue. sonata and free - to the fin-
ished product of opera, contempor· 
ary, and film music, Mr. Copland 
makes music a beautiful feeling. De-
scribing some of the technicalities in 
layman's terms and illustrating some 
of the three/four patterns with famil-
iar stanzas of waltzes. he systematic· 
ally builds up the listener's know· 
ledge of form and expressi<>!l in 
music. 
Music Must FJow 
Perhaps one of the most engaging 
features of the book is Mr. Copland's 
style. It is as free-flowing as the 
music he writes about and the feel-
ings tile listener will experience if 
he follows the careful instructions to 
aid him in listening. 
As Mr. Copland writes: "To be 
properly understood in relation to a 
piece of music, flow must be felt. 
In mere words, it simply means that 
every good piece of ~~sic must give 
us a sense of flow - a sense of con· 
tinuity from the first note to last. 
Every elementary music student 
knows the principle, but to put it into 
practice challenged the greatest 
minds in music! A great symphony 
is a man-made Mississippi . . . music 
must always flow . . . " 
Go ahead, read the book and listen 
to some of the music suggested. I 
think you will agree with Mr. Cop-
land's description and find your-
selves better liSteoor~. 
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Music Libe Circulates Records; 
Offers Serious, Lighter Works 
Anyone for "Thurber Carnival,'' 
Hoffnung Astronautical Festivals," or 
"Baroque Beatles?" These and other 
recordings of humorous music as well 
as baroque classics are available for 
student use through the music li-
brary's circulating record collection. 
United States. 
The circulating collectio!1 contains 
no jazz and little folk music. Mrs. 
Wagenknecht ba~s the library's an-
nual purchases on requests made by 
members of the college community 
who use the library. There is a sug-
gestion box in the recreational listen-
ing room. Mrs. Wagenknecht refrains 
from purchasing stereo records for 
the circulating collection because 
many record players are not equipped 
to play stereo. There are no tapes 
in the collection because of the risk 
of inadvertent erasure. The music li-
brary has scores to accompany many 
of the records so that students may 
study the music while they listen. 
Music Groups Provide Chance 
For Listening and Participating 
Over l,OCO LPs and 78's are stored 
in the music library'& recreational 
listening room in Jewett. Records 
may be borrowed for three days and 
are renewable. What better way is 
there to combat t!he rising prices of 
good listening? 
Cbef-d'oeuvres 
Classical chef-d'oeuvres include a 
complete set of recordings of Beet-
hoven's piano sonatas. Performed by 
Artur Schnabel, the recording was 
recently re-released by Angel. The 
records were presented to Wellesley 
through the Martha Baird Rockefel-
ler Fund by Mrs. John D. Rockefel-
ler, Jr. in 1965. According to Mrs. 
Robert Wagenknecht, music librarian, 
Mrs. Rockefeller made similar gifts 
to several colleges throughout the 
On the ground floor of the music 
library there are listening rooms 
where tapes may be played for 
coursework. Each listening room also 
has a Garrard turntable. The rooms 
are soundproof, with acoustical 
screens and walls suspended so that 
vibrations are not transmitted. 
Editor's Note: Based on an article istic gamut from old, popular favor-
in "The Alumnae Magazine,'' (March, ites to folk and novelty songs.'' 
1966) entitled "Music in the Air" by The aim of the Widows, according 
Karen Ahem '$6. to director Nancy Bloom Walcott '67 
by Estelle Stevens '68 is to sing well and enjoy doing it. 
Just how well-acquainted are you Evidently their aim has been 
with Wellesley? Take a look, it pro- achieved - the group has been in-
bably offers a wealth of overlooked vited to sing at the University of 
extracurricular activities. For exam· Puerto Rico during spring vacation. 
pie, the Music Department has an Zaniest Repertoire 
excellent program or organizations "The off-beat and the unexpected 
that should please any music-lover, can be expected" from the Blue-
interested in participating or simply Notes, according to director Diane 
listening. Sawyer '67. Their repertoire is the 
Pride of the men's campuses and zaniest of the groups; they demand 
popular at dinner clubs are the three "showmanship and feeling" in a song. 
campus singing groups: the Widows, Their lively style has deviously ap-
Blue Notes and Tupelos. pealed to a hotel manager in Ber-
Old Widows muda who has invited the Blue Notes 
The Widows, organized probably to entertain his guests during spring 
about 1934, is the oldest or the groups vacation. 
on campus, and perhaps the oldest of I Next year the Blue Notes will have 
its kind in the East. Although their a new look: they are swapping their 
repertoire is small, it runs "the sty!- I traditional blue skirts and white 
----------~------------------------------- blouses for a more upbeat long print 
B II • E J c I skirt and a long-sleeved blouse or a 1ett mcees azz oncert l sh~~Tupelos.organizedinl949from 
the Junior Show cast, have the largest 
by Carolyn Foster '69 I muscle and no fat.'' Bands, althou'gh clarinet in "Blue and Sentimental," repertoire of the three groups. "Prac-
··They can whisper, or swing in an still large, began to sound small. a slow and dignified ballad. lice makes perfect'' seems to be their 
almost frightening way." s:.iid Whit- Mr. Balliett described early Kansas Jazz Improvisation motto, for each of their songs - from 
ney Balliett of Buddy Tate's jazz en- City jazz as giving a sense of great Tate's band played two numbers folk to comic - is practiced a month 
semble last Friday night. 1l was a strength while keeping its power in lriginally improvisioned in recording before being sung for an audience. 
lecture-demonstration that, as Mr. reserve. Even rhythm passages 0 tudios: "Lester Leaps In," by Lester Their agenda for the remainder of 
Balliett said. should indeed have been oounded improvised. Such sound not Young, and "Blue Creek," by Tate the year is full. Trips to MIT, West 
a lecture-dance. only seemed instantly modern but himself. The first was fast with an Point. Lake Placid, and Dartmouth 
Mr. Balliett, jazz columnist for The has remai!1ed modern. With the Jong, t·mphasis on rhythm. The second was c.re planned, says director Linda 
l'ew Yorker and foremost jazz critic. melodic sounds of Stan Getz the blues -low and soft with an almost Hawai- Almgren '66. 
briefly explained the evolution and became "light, clearheaded, affirma· ian background that emphasized More closely associated with the 
characteristics of the Kansas City five. and democratic with a capital mood so much that Pat Jenkins Music Department are the Choir, 
jazz that Tate plays. Mr. Balliett's 'D.' " described Mr. Balliett. Tate's trumpet player, woke up a Madrigals. and Chamber Music So-
descriptions were full of remarkably Blues - Slow and Fast dreamer in the front row to tell 
vivid verbal images, based upon con- Buddy Tate's first two selections him, "I feel the same way." 
trast. "Such jazz." he said, "gives were blues. "Swinging the Blues" Whitney Balliett emphasized that 
shape and sound to the emotions a!1d had a loud, big band sound while rock a!1d roll and folk rock are not 
hovers between the voiced and the "Delores" dropped from a thrilling music but merely "corruptions of the 
unvoiced." high-pitthed introduction to become blues" that in the hands of Kansas 
Mr. Balliett emphasized that jazz increasingly slower and sweeter. City jazz musicians "can be beauti-
always comes in a "myriad of The "Molton Swing," Tate's third ful." "No. 149." written and ar-
forms,'' so that new jazz adds to the number. was written in riff time with ranged by Eli Robinson, Tate's trom-
old rather than replaces il. The Kan- its melody based on a short, repeated bone player, was such a number. 
sas City jazz that first began in the tune. When repealed again and Vocal Jazz 
early 30's with the rhythms of Louis a!{ain, such music can develop a Tate upheld Mr. Balliett's state-
Armstrong added sublety to the ener- "fearful compulsion," said Mr. Bal· ment that "Kansas City musicians 
gy of New Orlea!ls. Dixie, and Swing liett. Buddy Tate repeated the de- can do anything" by singing, b a 
jazz. and restraint to their passion. mantling rhythm here witil both the relatively rich voice, "Gee Baby, 
With Cou!1l Basie and Andy Kirk. jazz clarinet and the tenor saxophone. Ain·t l Good t-0 You." a number that 
was approached with a new "legato, Tate was also featured on the saxo- has become almost a Kansas City an-
strolling attack," that was "all phone. now warm and rich, and the them. Tate's ensemble concluded 
Money 's Art Of.Royal Ballet 
Captures Harmony of Form 
By Barharu Sc'1lai11 '69 
with the well-known "One O'clock 
Jump," originally recorded by Tate 
with Count Basie. 
Buddy Tate's ensemble is the house 
band at the Celebrity Club in Harlem 
and plays on tours a!1d at private 
parties as well. 
ciety. 
The choir of 106 members special-
izes in sacred music. Performances 
include the traditional on-campus 
Fall, Christmas and Baccalaureate 
Vespers, and off-campus concerts 
with men's colleges such as Hamil-
to!l, Harvard and Trinity. Choir mem-
bers are selected on the basis of try-
outs by William A. Herrman, Direc-
tor, and the choir officers headed by 
Cynthia Brown '66. 
Selected choir members form the 
Madrigals, a small group of twenty 
members under the direction of Mary 
Randall '66. They perform both sa-
cred and secular selections from all 
periods. Traditionally the Madrigals 
give two concerts a year: one before 
Christmas, and the other in the 
spring, usually during Father's Day 
Weekend. 
Although Wellesley does not have a 
complete orchestra, it does perform 
concerts with small groups chosen 
from the Chamber Music Society. 
which numbers over one hundred 
members. Everyone who trys out for 
the society is admitted, then placed 
by John Crawford, assistant profes-
sor of music, into a group whose level 
of achievement is similar. Rehearsals 
'!re conducted once a week by student 
advisers. 
Each of the concerts given by the 
society is usually based on a certain 
musical period, according to Eliza-
beth Morse '66, president. Plans for 
this year include a concert or pre-
classical music entitled "The Sons of 
Bach" and a concert with the Welles-
ley and Hamilton Choirs in May. 
To many Americans the Royal Bal-
let means two words: the first is 
Fonteyn and the second is Nureyev. 
If you fit the above category, The 
Art of the Royal Ballet Seen by Keith 
Money will be a disappointment. 
Even if you don't, it will probably be 
0!1e. 
The rehearsa1 shots am often fol-
lowed by one from the actual per-
formance, and this is quite effective, 
reminding us (since it could be very 
easy to forget> what the finished 
product looks like. But the re-
hearsal room becomes rather mon-
otonous, and while the picture of a 
ballerina in leotard, belt, tutu, folded-
over knee socks, and toe shoes may 
tell us something once, repeated so 
often it only spoils the "utter purity 
of line'· otherwise achieved. 
The lecture - demonstration was 
sponsored by the Marjorie Copland 
Baum Fund, which suppQrts special 
cultural evenlis on campus. OUR CLASSIC SWEATERS 
This rich volume of photographs, 
rirawings. and descriptions is often 
rewarding. It is generally only when 
one compares it to what it might 
have been, that its faults are ap-
parent. 
Paying Tribute 
Mr. Money sets out to "pay tribute 
to the work of a group of dedicated 
people who are producing some of 
this country's most beautiful art im-
ages," the ballet company that Clive 
Barnes of the New York Times con-
siders the greatest in the world. Mr. 
Money sometimes succeeds magnifi-
Ce!1tly. 
The book begins auspiciously with 
·a study of Marguerite and Armand. 
(We feel ourselves permitted even if 
Mr. Money does not, to worship Mar· 
got and Rudi a bit. l The photographs 
capture the exquisite perfection of 
line during "a single frozen moment." 
Classic-Romantic Gem 
In speaking of Kenneth MacMil-
lan's ballets, the author declares, 
''They comment, but they never pass 
judgment." One might wish he would 
follow the choreographer's example. 
His judgments range from th~ inap-
propriate !Le Bal des Voleurs: "sank 
without trace . . . and no one even 
suggested throwing a lifebelt." l to 
the facile <Elektra: "Mother having 
been crawling around iJ1l the back-
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S ''"Y'· 5 le'"'"'· 7 day,. 7 lc:ssons. 
Mond<1y-l-riday. Monday-Sunday. 
STARTING UATES: 
Ocl·. 13. 20; Jan. 3. IO. 17, 24. 31; 
Feb. 7, 28; Mar. 28. 
Conlact: S1ow1. A~l.A ASSOCIATION, INC. 
Box 206, Stowe, Vermont. Tel.: (1102) 253-7J21 
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k nitted exclusive ly for us 
in the Shetland Isles 
Our popular authentic Shetland cardigans 
and pullovers are hand-framed for us on 
our own models ... in a wide choice of 
colors, including blue or ;;reen lovat, 
dark green or orange mix, light or char-
coal blue, navy, yellow, scarlet, dark red, 
natural, dark brown, black, light or me-
dium grey, and white (pullover only). 
Cardigan, $21.50; pullo\'er, $17.50 
Sizes H 10 ~'.!. ?\.hil orders lille<l. 
HTAI LISHED 1111 
~6l!i)/t&P 
~_!&)i!frK~ 
i-J[m·.s ~r@oy.s· furnishings, B{lnt.s ~ ~bou 
346 ?\.1 \')!SON AVE., COR. HTll ST., ~EW YORK, r.l.Y. 10017 
46 NEWBURY, COR. BERKELEY ST., BOSTON, MASS. 02116 
PITTSBURGll • CHICAGO • SA~ FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES 
The study of Les Sylphides is per-
haps even more successful in "trying 
to soore this elusive thhg called 
atmosphere." Mr. Money believes 
that the real art of the company lies 
in the rehearsal room, "where the 
greatesl inspirations lie" and the 
·'barest framework" is achieved, and 
the majority of his photographs are 
taken there. 
There are also distracting c'hanges 
in print size between pages of a se-
quence, which effectively destroy 
any continuity. But with it all, The 
Art of the Royal BaJlet is well worth 
owning. Each reading uncovers a new 
discovery of perfect harmony or form, 
of intense drama, of acute reality be-
hind the finished art. <After all, one 
can always skip the prose.> If it does 
not succeed completely, we might 
note the impossibility of ever entirely 
capturing on paper or on film the 
magic of this most ephemeral of 
arts. And it will do very 'well until 
something better comes along. SKICAPITAL~~-o_F_T_H_E~E_A_s_T~~~::::::..iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiml 
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British Pop Sparks Revolution 
by Chris Fran '69 I "'Think for Yourself" ; Khks: "Well· 
In 1775 the American Colonies re· Respected Man" l, though they can be 
volted f!'om England; and ever since as frivolous as the next when they 
the British have been plotting a come· want to. The idea that words say 
back. On February 7, 1964 their in· something had never dawned on the 
\asion of the U.S. was gloriously American popular singers before, ex· 
successful. The Beatles came, were cept perhaps in the realm of folk 
seen, and conquered. The impact of music. for instance Bob Dylan. 
their invasion on the musical scene Americans Return 
has bee!'! that of "the Sound" heard It is revelations such as these 
potential market, for the vastly-im-
i;roved records which we are now 
turning out? Plenty. What is more, 
America has gained a new form of 
musical self-expression - music to 
move by. music that means some-
thing, music that is the new genera-
tion. 
'round the world. And fortunately wrought by the British which have 
things will never be the same. been the saving grace of the Amer· M • M k 
Prior to the Beatles, American pop ica!'l music industry. Although Eng- 1 OVIe- a erS • • • 
music was foundering in the murky lish groups have monopolized the pop 
depths of what might slanderously be charts for a couple of years, Amer· Continued from page four 
termed mindless drivel. In fact. some ican artists are beginning to com<.' until this .:me, and now we've 90 pro-
of this raucous rubbish malingers yet. back better and stronger than ever. posed for one day!" exuded Robin 
As a .result or. the Beatalic influence American rock ·n· roll has been Reisig '66 president of Film Society I 
American music has for the most part saved from a guttural death to be and co-chairman of the event. ··Mv 
been elevated and inspired to new, reborn. mailbox has been the most exciting 
and much higher, levels. The impetus of groups like the en c3mpus!" added Karin. the other 
Gamesmanship Beatles. the Rolling Stones. Herm :m's co-chairman of the Festival. Also 
The amazing thing about the Hermits. the Animals. the Seekers, working on lhe Festival have been: 
Be~tles and the pack of British groups etc. ad infinitum, has led to the .Judy Peterson '66, Susan Crystal '66. j 
which followed them on their road to emergence of a new folk-rock med· Anne Murray '67. Karen Ahern '66. 
success. was that they beat the ium. the product of the British poi> Gail .Jackso!'l 'fi6, and Aviva Koenigs-
Americans at their own game. Not culture and the Amenca!'l roik king- berg '67. and volunteers in both 
only were they initiators. but imi- '1om. People like Sonny & Cher. <>omeroy :md Tower Court. 
tators par excellence c witness: Ilud- Barry McGuire. the Byrds, Simon & . . . I 
dy Holly's "Words of Love" i who Garfu:ikel, the Lovin' Spoonful. "the The lughcst estimate d1<l ~int reach 
adapted, varied. and improved upon new" Bob Dylan, and even the Right· the numb~1· of entnes. S1xty-thn.'<' 
the originals. Their music has an cous Brothers. are representatives of wa~ t.he highest guess. and. for her 
exuberance and an immediacv which this new wave. optmusm Anne Murray 67 was 
was never achieved before. m~ch less Profit Prophecv awarded a 'hunkcious Bogie po~ter" 
\\'ith melodic tones, and meanhgful Americ3 owes an imm~nse moral, and many smilc>s. "W~ were ecstatic 
overtones. financ'al. and musical debt ,0 tht• ,~·hen the number reached 17. some 
. The fact that their words are in tel- 1 influence of the British pop move· ~·me last wee~. TI1en . we kne\\' wr 
I·g~nt and meaningful is another ment. For what docs it profit th •a 1 a fe~t1val, she said. 
Bntish innovation in the pop music America!'l music industry if we should "Judging all the films is going tu 
fi.eld: .Their lyrics are often strikingly lose nothing of value c Bobby Vee. he a total. unbelievable Franke!1-
s1gmf1cant 1Beatles: "We Can Work Bobby Rydell, the Velvelettes. ;incl stein monster nightmare," said 
H Out," "I'm Looking Through You," 1 such loll, but gain the world as a Susan "Thi:: is r,ibelie,•able; it's 
Rock Records Span Spectrum 
From Contentment To Misery 
by Pat Worsley '68 I results from too few "Kicks" 1 an-
.. 'An' ls' li g h Aher nodJ; a!'ld the Young Rascali: 
1ma n er everyw ere . . d'dl k led l k f "G d 
'Beatles,' 'Turtles'. . . There a~e can . I , r, ac now ge a ac o oo 
~rent.' ' 
Yup. 
l\liss Woskoff will lead an Is-
raeli dance class session on Tues-
day. April 19 at 4: 15 p.m. in 
Alumnae Hall. 
All are welcome. 
Owen Janrler and students 9ractic-c on Jewett's chest of viol instruments. 
Left to right: Barbara Mackav. '56; Coria Pollack, '68: Judy Rubinstein, '66. 
photo by Mary-Eliza MacDaniel '68 
Campus Musicians Play Viols 
Revire Euro1Jaen Instru111ent 
Viols are "in" 1not violinsl. Join-
ing in the recent revival of these 
.rchai<ic instruments is a group of 
.~hamber Music Society members. 
OwC'n ,J andcr, assista!'lt professor of 
music. Barbara Mackay '66, Carla 
Pollack '611. and Judy Rubinstein 'f'6 
have met informally this year to play 
Wclleslcy·s chest of viol inst ruments 
<:! fe\\' weeks ago. They gave a con-. 
cert of 15th century Burgundian mu-
>ic in S<.'vcrance. 
Propped betwee!'l the knees, these 
instruments of the viola de gamba 
lamily look like a hybrid between 
a cello and a violin. Viols have six 
.;tri!'lgs instead of a vir/in's four, 
with frets on the finger board like 
a guitar or mandolin. Viols have a 
much thinner sound than violins. with 
bass and alto-tenor more sonorous 
than the squeally treble . 
Modem Bass 
Viols were popular in Europe dur-
mg the 15th and 17th centuries until 
the violin family with its superior 
sonority and versatility replaced 
them. The bass is the o!'lly remnant 
of Lhe viola da gamba family in the 
modern orchestra. 
Belen Joy Sleeper, a former Welles-
ley faculty member who also was 
the music librarian responsible for 
'Nellesley's music library, pioneered 
in scholarship concerning viola da 
'.~amba music. About 1951 she edited 
I he first American publi<'.ation of· the 
music of John Jenkins, a 17th cen-
tury composer of music for these in· 
btruments. 
'Rolling Stones,' recur.rent 'Tempta- ..,ovm 1 no C?mment 1· . 
tions,' 'Tokens' of 'Ventures' . ... " ~low ?have smgers reacted to this 
Sound like a man's descr'pf f misery. It has affected the Token-> 
misery? Not real! 
0 1 th
1 IO!I 0 lo the extent that they can only ''Hear 
. Y' n Y e names T t Bl " Bo . G 't 
of some of the ''sounds" currently .rumpe s . ow. . nme m ar. C?n· 
· d' c· . tmues to spm, convmced 'Tm L1vmg 
mva mg the 1eld of popular music. in Two w Id .. h'l th s 
---- ·--· --
Boston Boasts Variety In MusiC 
Wringing with Misery or s.. w 1 e e upremes 
However wringing m . . constantly shrill. "I Hear a Sym-
' ore m1secy pho!'ly .. 
than this description are the song · · 
titles beiog used. A wailing Gary Need 'Somebody Groovy'? 
Lewis is "Sure Gonna Miss Her." More disconcerting than the mis· 
and a distraught B. J. Thomas con- ery, however, are the people singers 
fesses "I'm So l.o!lesome 1 Could have designated as being able to elim-
Cry." inate it. The Mama's and the Papa's 
Where does all this misery lead? are convinced il has to be "Some-
Evidently away _ Simon and Gar- body Groovy,'' while "The Lovin' 
funkel are "Homeward Bound" !and Spoonfuls" can only point to ''Bald 
with names like that, who wouldn't Headed Lena." Tom Lehrer suggests 
be?>, while Al Martino can only "George Murphy" or "Wernher Von 
"Think I'll Go Somewhere." Deciding Braun." 
"These Boots Are Made for Walk- Only the Ventures have sought to 
ing,'' Nancy Sinatra is about to leave provide a remedy for the misery, 
. . . the charts. The "Lovin' Spoon- usi!'lg the logic of their " 'Get Smart' 
fuls" find contentme!'lt and security Theme." which Lyme an~ Cybelle in· 
in their mysterious "Walking My cat lcrpret as "Follow Me." And the 
Named Dog." Ventures agree, adding, "Up, Up and 
Causes of Misery Away ..... on the charts. 
by Kay Wi//111111s '66 1 well as groups such as The New Lost 
A definition of folk music is impos· j City Ramblers and The Greenbriar 
sible, a description elusive; but from , Boys. 
country blues to bluegrass to tradi· : The li,;t of ballads and traditional 
tional, Boston offers many old and I folk song singers includes Joan Baez, 
famous as well as bright new n;\mes. who "got her start'' at Club 47 in 
Country blues, rhythm and blues, , Cambridge. "Good people from out 
or whatever you want to call it, has of town" who often make appear-
never lost its appeal. Skip James, ances i:1 Boston include Judy Collins 
Son House, Charlie Patton~John Hurt and lan and Silvia. Ever new and 
are still around and recognized as original. the singer/songwriter cate· 
the masters with Fred McDowell gory includes natives such as Phil 
•who is carrying on the tradition of Ochs r "There But For Fortune" ), 
Blind Willie Joh!1son1. and Robert Eric Andersen <"Violets of Dawn"l, 
Pete Williams and Bukka White <who I Tom Paxton, Eric von Schmidt, and 
are noted for their "personal blues" 1 Dick and Mimi Farina. In the Bosto!'l 
now very much in the folk music area. other performers not to be 
news. overlooked are Doc Watson. Mike 
Bluegrass to Ballad Seeger, Tom Rush, Jackie Washing-
For bluegrasi:, there is Boston's ton. Dick Gregory, and Jim Kwes-
own Charles River Valley Boys as kin's Jug Band. 
In Boston and cambridge, tile cen-
ters of folk music activity are the 
coffeehouses. Club 47, the Unicorn, 
and the Odyssey are the most popu-
lar perhaps because they often fea· 
ture out-of-town entertainment. 
Smaller but just as active on a local 
scale are the Turk's Head. the Loft, 
and the Orleans on Charles St,;eet, 
and the Rose in North Boston. 
A new coffeehouse-concert gallery 
1 a new idea in coffeehouses> is the 
Moondial which offers yoga lessons 
and demonstrations in the occult sci-
ences as well as folk music. The 
coffeehouses occasio!'lally program 
poetry readings and intimate drama. 
Elsewhere the Folklore Concert Series 
sponsored by Jordan Hall has pre-
sented everything from Flatt and 
Scruggs to classical flamenco guitar. 
New Trends 
The Rolling Stones complain of 
their "19th Nervous Breakdown" 
1 "Who's Next?" pessimist Tom Leh-
rer questions 1, while the Beatles feel j 
the frustrations of a "Nowhere Man " 
Peter and Gordon think misery is ~II 
part of being a "Woman" <Welleslev 
girls agree.>. Paul Revere and th~ 
Raiders discordantly assert that it 
Crusader Cruises Air Waves The newest trend in folk music is folk rock, which is now in the stage in which folk music was from 1958 to 
1962. Sonny a!ld Cher and the Turtles 
The Opera Company of Boston's 
production of the American pre-
miere of Rameau's baroque spec-
tacle "Hippolyte et Aricie," orig-
inally scheduled for April 4 and 6, 
will be presented instead on April 
6 and 10 at the Back Bay Theatre. 
The change was made because 
it was brought to the attention of 
The Opera Company of Boston by 
many interested persons, includ-
ing the Associated Synagogues of 
Massachusetts, that the first night 
of Passover falls on April 4. There-
fore, In order to accommodate the 
Jewish subscribers, the Opera 
Company of Boston has made the 
change. Tickets of subscribers for 
April 4 !series A) will be honored 
on Wednesday evening, AprU 6. 
Tickets dated April 6 c series B > 
wlll be honored. on Sunday eve-
ning, April 10. 
by 0011110 Dicken.1011 '67 
Puffing a!ld globbering, I dragge:I 
myself ramping and dancing with 
·vild abdomrn, shouting, "Escape' 
Away! Escape from the vast waste-
«nd. the realm of death in life. away 
rom the bane of TELEVISION!" 
T.1us it was that I took my trusty 
ransistor in hand and set off to ex-
plore a new land, another country, the 
i..ingdom of Fl\I radio. 
Stradivarius and Pat 
Begin!'ling at tre bottom and work-
ing up. I first encountered WGBH 
89.71, where the Julliard String Quar-
tet. armed with violins made by old 
Correction - In a recent NEWS I 
editorial on library hours <Feb. 24) 
lhe music library's Saturday af. 
ternoon hours were mistakenly 
cited as beginning at 2 p.m. Al-
though this was the opening hour 
ln past years, this fall the music 
library extended Its opening hour 
to 1 p.m. This year the music 
library's Saturday hours are from 
8:30 a.m. to 12 noon and from 1 
to S p.m. 
'ou-know-who himself, was busily 
honoring the memory of Stradivarius. 
Soothed by the dulcet strains echoing 
l:om the hallowed halls of the Li-
brary of Congress, assured that I 
had indeed entered the kingdom of 
heaven on earth, I boldly moved on 
to the next station sure of tasting 
C've:i sweeter delights. 
But the delights I found on station 
WPRO '92.3l were not only sweet, 
but syrupy. As a DJ en·thused, "And 
now, more tunes for Saint Paddy -
music to bring a tear to your eye 
and a shamrock to your lapel," a 
wailing tenor introduced a great 
~ummy teardrop of an Irish ballad. 
As WPRO switched to a flamenco 
mating call with bongoes, I quickly 
witched to another network. 
WSOS? 
0!1 WBOM, 92.9, I found the harbor 
of heavily orchestrated standbyes and 
light classics, sparingly sprinkletl 
with commercials. Strolling down the 
Champs-Elysees to the tune of tenor, 
concertina, and "Paris au Prin-
temps," I came to with the cackling 
caw of the "Firebird" and continued 
my pilgrimage. are to folk rock as the Kingston Trio 
Skirting a hockey game oscillating and the Brothers Four were to folk 
somewhere around 95.0, I crashed music. Chuck Berry and Elmo James 
into a ferocious tremulo and her ba!I· were innovators of folk rock while 
shee choir. screeching out a rough John Lee Hooker, the Spoonfuls, the 
equivalent of "Baubles, Bangles, and ' Charlatans. and now Dylan are giv-
Beads." Straining my shattered ear· ing it new directions. 
drums to hear the announ.-:er. I soon Besides folk rock, the "experi· 
learned that this tuneful medley from mentalists," 'Sandy Bull, Robbie 
"Kismet" was brought to me through Bosho, and John Fahey arnO!lg 
the grace of WSRS, 96.1. Muttering others l, use a variety of sources and 
that WSOS might have been more techniques, always demonstrating a 
fitting, I reached my trigger finger unique and personal style. 
toward the dial. Why 
Horror at the End Freedom and sincerity of expres-
Awaiting me at 96.8 CWXHR> and sion characterize folk music, fuflda· 
102.5 1 WCRB) were two eve!'ling con- mentally a spontaneous and some· 
certs, one taped at that evening's what improvisational art. For this 
performance of the Boston Symphony. reason, it is difficult and sometimes 
At 101.0 !WCOP> I met Trini Lopez, misleading to attempt to categorize 
thumping out his great call to sn1ut, folk music or reduce it to a list of 
"Love is Made in Paris." At Trini's names. 
order, "Go get yours, I've got mine," The abundance of performers and 
I left him and his chosen to be alone interested listeners may account in 
pressing ever forward for the grand part for the developing trends found 
finale. And there, at the end of the not exclusively, but noticeably, in the 
rainbow, I found my pot of gold, the Boston area. It's oot that college 
goal of my pilgrimage - WBZ, 106.1 students in the Boston area are close 
FM. to folk music but rather that folk 
music is close to them. 
Spring Opera Season Seasons Spring I Phyllis ~urtin '43, American 
by Kathryn Sprague '66 the operagoers. Many of the Met's finest singers, Opera Smger Tours Europe 
Whether you are an avid opera- Tchaikovsky's Queen of Spades 1or and some of their most familiar as by Wendy WyH '68 one of a new breed of American 
buff seeking a broader knowledge of Pique-Dame l is an eerie taloe of a well, will be appearing here. Two of "One of America's most versatile singers who have sort of inundate<I 
opera from the eighteenth or tweo- young man, desperate to obtain the the productions, Queen of SpadeJ and and admired singers" majored in this country and Europe. The type is 
tieth century. or a:i occasional opera- secret of a gambling trick in order Faust, are new this year, although political science at Wellesley. Phyllis comely, intelligent, a fast study, a 
goer With a few definite preferences. 'o win wealth and the girl he loves. the rest have seen at least two sea- Curtin, thus praised by New York clear voice, a good actor, bas an 
this spring in the Boston area can He is finally overcome by super- sons. and several could only be Times music critic Harold Schonberg, ability to handle all kinds of compli-
only be rewarding. natural reminders of his guilt in :::lassed as venerable. graduated in the class of 1943. cated modern music - and Miss The Metropolitan Opera Company causbg the death of the former pos- Boston Opera Company Curtin is one of the outstanding rep-
is providing some of the most staple sessor of the secret. The opera will It is interesting to note that Metro- Now in Europe on a tour. Miss resentatives of the type." 
fare in the repertory in its a!'lnual be sung in English by what appears politan will be duplicating two of ~1e Curt!n made her debut with the Met-
spling "season" here, while the ad- to be the best cast of the entire productions given by Boston's own ropolitan Opera in 1961 sbging the 
venturous young Opera Company of week. Opera Company, Don Giovanni a'ld role of Fiordiligi in Mozart's "Cosl 
Boston under Sarah Caldwell is offer- Andrea Chenier is the story of a La Boheme. This is unfortunate; Fan Tutti." As a student at Welles-
ing a variety of productions, ranging noted poet in the time of the French those who have seen both produc- ley she had played tile violin, but did 
from Rameau's Hlppolyte et Aricle Revolution. Although basically an- tions of the former opera can attest not begin serious study of opera 
1 based upon the Phaedre legend l to other Jove-story t the lovers are sent that the Boston company's Don is Car until her first vocal lesson with Olga 
the American premiere of Schoen- to the guillotine at the end of the superior to the Mel 's, although the Averino. 
berg's atonal, mammoth Moses und opera 1, the unrest of the period pro- smaller company's resources are far New Breed 
Aron 1 complete with a much-publi- vides both several of the subplots and more limited. The voices, staging and Miss Curtin won her first acclaim 
cized orgy scene 1. a spectacular setting for the opera. acting were imaginative and consist- in 1954 when she sang the title role 
The Company will present a pro- 'Old Warhorses• ent. of Salome with the New York City 
gram of standard favorites: n Tro- Interestingly, the tenor lend in both In additio!'l, the Opera Company of Opera. She then went to Europe to 
vatore, The Barber of Seville, Faust, of these operas will be su!lg by Can- B(ntcn will offer Tebaldi in La ga·!'l the wide repertory which she 
Lucia, Don Giovanni, and La Boheme. Jdian tenor Jon Vickers. who sang Boheme, whereas the casting of rhe felt there was no opportunity to 
Only two of the productions, The ·Samson here last year. and has one Mel's Sunday matinee, although solid achieve in the United States. 
Queen of Spades and possibly An· of the finest voices and acting styles and includi!'lg Richard Tucker, does Married to photographer Eugene 
drea Chenier, will be unfamiliar to before the public. The great so-
1 
r.ot genei'ate the anticipatory excite- Cook. she is now singing on both 
•rano Renata Tebaldi will also ap- ment that any appearance of the continents, and is known for her in-Drugs Off er? . . . near in Chenier, and the wprano in great diva would guarantee. tere3t in creating major roles in new 
Queen of Spades will be the talented I Those who do not hold subscriptions operas. 
Crmtmued from page one · .n-:! 1'P;'<''1 Strat::is Continued on page twe/l•e Accord·ng to Scho!'lberg. "she is 
or sell them as a favor. There are 
occasional students pushers, however, 
who buy large quantities of drugs In 
A series of three illustrated lec-
tures on oriental nags will be of· 
fered durtng tbe tbint term by 
Mr. Owen Jander of the Music 
Department. Tbe lectllttS wW take 
place at 4:30 on the first three 
Wednesday afternoons ot tbe term, 
and will be beld In Jewett Audi· 
tori um. 
The purpose of these Informal 
sessions ls to offer gufdellnes to 
' he n1e: amateur. Areas of coe-
cern will be: the history of rur 
making In the Near East, main 
geographic categories of rug pro-
duction, fundamentals of design, 
and principals ot 1tructure. An7 
interested members of the Welles· 
Icy College community are wel-
come to attend. 
New York and sell them at Harvard 
at an enormous profit. Some students 
do buy drugs from friend~ at home, 
but almost everyone interviewed 
agreed that it is easier to buy them 
at Harvard than in any of the big 
cities. In general, the students felt 
that Harvard community was more 
tolerant than most toward drugs. 
The intelligent and lucid answers of 
the students interviewed reflected a 
tendency among them to develop al-
most unconsciously arguments de-
fending their habit against society's 
legal and social disapproval. Yet 
most admitted that society wasn't 
ready for legalized drugs yet. 
One half-fare ID card 
is as good as another 
on Eastern 
In general, they felt marijuana and 
LSD were virtually harmless i!l com-
parison with liquor and cigarettes. 
"While a high sharpens your senses, 
liquor makes you dull and uncomfort-
able." 
On the other band, students empha-
sized that drugs taken under stress 
or with an unwillingness to surrend-
er to the influence of the drug pro-
duce a "horror show" of threatening 
hallucinations. Also, they admitted 
that nothing practical can or should 
be attempted while using drugs. 
Of two students interviewed who 
had given up drugs, one said be was 
"tired of seeing the same show over 
and over." The other said that "if 
you can take drugs for a while and 
come out k!'lowing why you don't need 
them, then you have really learned." 
Felix Greene ... 
Continued from page f v 11r 
north find the refusal on the past. of 
the United States to talk with the 
National Liberation Front 1 the guer· 
illas in the South l proof that our 
attempts at peace aren't sincere. 
There are two courses which the 
United States can pursue at this 
point. We can CO!ltinue to escalate 
the war, which Mr. Greene feels 
would be disastrous: "within twelve 
months we are certain to find our-
selves in a land war." The North 
Vietnamese can put in 400,()(l;ttroops. 
Using Defense Secretary McNamara's 
lowest ratio of how many U.S. troops 
would be needed to fight the war on 
an equal basis 1s:11, that would mean 
that we would have to send 2 million 
me!'l into North Vietnam alone. This 
would damage our commitments in 
the rest of the world, because we 
would be over-extending ourselves. 
Mr. Greene, therefore, feels we 
should make a sincere effort to prove 
that we want to end the war. He 
indicated that Ho Chi Minh would be 
delighted to end the war if be thought 
the United States were willing to 
make peace. Moreover, the prestige 
of the U.S., which Mr. Greene felt 
was greatly damaged by the war. 
would rise all over the world if we 
reached a settlement. It is important 
for the American people to protest 
against the war, not only because it 
indicates democracy i!'l action to the 
rest of the world, but also because it 
shows the government that the people 
are willing to back it in a bid for 
peace. 
to Florida 
or 79 other places. 
Show us any airline's youth ID cord. If it's valid, 
you'll pay only half price for your Eastern 
Cooch seat (except on April 7th and certain 
days during the Thanksgiving and Christmas 
holidays). Provided there's a seat available at 
departure time, you con fly off on your spring 
vocation to any of our 96 destinations within 
the continental U.S. Including Florido. 
If you don't hove such a cord, and you're 12 
through 21, it's a snap to get one from Eastern, 
as long as your parents don't object. Fill in the 
blank below. Send the blank, a photocopy of 
your birth certificate or other proof of age, and 
a $3.00 check or money order (payable to 
Eastern Airlines) to Eastern Airlines, Dept. 350, 
10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y. 10020. 
Or toke some to any Eastern ticket office, and 
you can buy your half-fore ticket on the spot. 
We'll send you your ID cord later. 
Mr /Miss/Mrs __________ _ 
Address ______________ _ 
_______ ___ Zip Code ___ _ 
Dote of Birth ____________ _ 
Enclosed is photocopy of, O Birth Certificate 
0 Draft card O Driver's License 
0 Other !Please Explain ----------
Name of school--------------
School address, if a resident----------
------------Zip Code ____ _ 
Send ID card to: O Home address O School address 
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advertisement advertisement 
ATTENTION 
All Faculty Members 
at Wellesley College 
Please Sign This Petition Now 
A Petition 
TO THE MEMBERS, SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES 
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL COURT 
In 1959, the American Public Health Association said: 
"Serious publJc health problems are posed ... when childbearing may alrect adversely 
the health of the mother and her olrsprtng .... The healthful etrect1 of family planning 
and spacing of births has been recognized by leaders of all major religious groups. as 
well aa by leaders In medicine, !W'elfare, and public atrairs. Several methods are now 
available for the regulation of conce1>tlon. one or another of which may be selected as 
medically appropriate, as economically feasible, or as consistent with the creed and 
mores of the family concerned. 
The American Public Health Association reta ining cognizance of the principle of 
religious freedom by all religious groups as expressed, for exam1>le, In the First Amend· 
ment of the Constitution of the United States, believes therefore that .. . full freedom 
should be extended to all population groups for the selection and use of such me thods fo r 
the regulation of family size as are consistent with the creed and mores of the fndiTI· 
Juals concerned." 
Jn 1965, the Massachusetts Public Health Association said: 
"1. The Massachusetts- Public Health Association believes that the princi ples e:qlressed 
In the Policy Statement on Population. adopted by the American Public Health A:.i· 
soclation, are as applicable to Massachusetts as to the r emainder of the U ni ted 
States. 
"2. Family planning and the spacing of births have a bearing on the health and welfare 
of !amilies, and family planning is appropriately a part of ll program of health ser-
vices. The right and responsibility to make decisions about the use of family plan-
ning services and the choice of methods belong to the individual!; and familiE"s con-
cerned. The individual's right to secure the knowledge needed in order to makll de· 
clsions on family planning, a nd the physician's right to a dvise, should be unimpeded. 
Freedom should be extended to a ll to select and use methods of family plannin~ 
which are consistent with their beliefs." 
In 1964, the American Medical Association said: 
"The prescription. or child-s1>acing meas ures should be made available to all patient.II 
who require them, consistent with their cr eed and mores." 
In 1963, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists said: 
"The American College of Obstetric ians and Gynecologists believes . . . that full 
freedom s hould be extended to all population groups !or the selection and use ot 
such methods for the regulation of family size as are consistent with the creed and 
mores of the individuals concerned." 
In 1961, the National Council of Churches of Christ in the United States of America 
said: 
"Christians are agreed that the limitation of procreation may be right and proper 
for parents under certain conditions, but dllrerences arise In regard to clrcum· 
stances and methods ... For most couples, family plannin.g requires access to appro-
prlvate medical Information and counsel. Legat prohibitions against impartation of 
such Information and counsel violate the religious and civil liberties of all clt!zena 
Including Protestants. Their right to means they approve ta conscience does not in-
fringe the right of others to refrain from using such means. Legislation or institu-
tional practices that Impair the exercise of moral and professional responsibilities 
of family-serving professions should be oppoaed." 
'n 1965, Rabbi Albert S. Goldstein, speaking for the Massachusetts Board of Rabbi; 
'which includes Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform Rabbis) before the Committee 
;,. Public Health of the Massach~etts Legislature, said: 
on one thln.g there 11 no difference of opinion among Rabble at all . . . . Whether 
Orthodox, Conservative, or Reform, we feel that where diversity ot doctrine and 
practice exists among reputable religious communions, the state ought not to legt• 
late tn such a manner as to enforce the teaching of on.e religious denomtnaUon and 
thereby prohibit the free exercise of conscience ln another denom!n.aUon. 
advertisement 
... . .. . -· - - - ... "" 
In 1965, Richard Cardinal Cushing, addressing the Commitke on Public Health of 
the Massachusetts Legislature, said: 
" It Is important to note that Catholics do not need the support of civil 
law to be faithful to their own religious con.vlctlons and they do not seek to 
impose their moral views on other members of society .. . 
"In the 1>resent case, especially In the light of the position taken by 
othl'r rl'lil!;ious i;-rnu1)s in our 1>lural society, it does not seem reasonable to 
IDE' to forbid In d,·il law u 1>ractlce that can be considered a matter of private 
morality. Agaiu h·t me say, that Catholics do not share the views ot ruany 
of their rwighl>ors in. this re~ard, but they respect them as conscientious re-
ligious commitments on the 11art of resvonsible citizens ... 
"I<'urtht•r, IN 1111' s:ty that out of their understanding of thti distinction 
bet wet•n morality antl <'i\•il la w and between. public and nrivate morality. 
Catholu·s r1•1111c:J1alt· in 1>rinciple a rPsort lo the coercive instrument of law 
to enfor<·e u11on the whole community morn1 standard!! that the community 
d0t•s not <·01111111111 ly an'<'lll." 
fn June /%5, R.1cha1d Caul/l/ul Cw/Jing. speuf(ing to Haywood Vm cem on Radio 
Station WNAC, said: 
"The 11r<~!le11t law i8 not t•nrorcc•ablf'. A law that can.not be enforced 11 
nn unre:iimnahle Jaw. In my 01>i11io11, thi!I llarticular law should be taken from 
th<• book!!." 
WE EMPHATICALLY AGREE 
ALL OF US, PROTESTANTS, CATIHOLICS, JEWS, AND OTHERS, FAVOR RESPON· 
SIBLE PARENTHOOD. WE DO SOMETIMES DIFFER ABOUT WHAT METHODS ARE 
PROPER TO ACHIEVE THIS COMMON GOAL. BUT, WHATEVER OUR OWN BE· 
LIEFS, WE RESPECT THE SINCERE CONSCIENCES AND RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS 
OF ALL CITIZENS OF THE COMMONWEALTH. THEREFORE, WE URGE THAT YOU, 
OUR SELECTED REPRESENTATIVES, ACT TO AMEND OUR PRESENT BIRTH CON· 
TROL STATUTES BY PASSING HOUSE BILL #2965. 
Instructions. 
The Committee on Public Health of the Massachusetts Legislature will very shortly hold 
a puhlic hearing on 11-2!JG5 a t the State House, possibly on Tuesday {March 22). The bill 
may then quickly be acted upon by the full House and Sen.ate. So available time tor con-
structive action is s hort. 
Please indicate today that you support this petition. You may express your sup. 
port by sending a postcard to: 
Massachusetts Public Health Association 
10 Tremont Street (Room 31) 
Boston, Mass. 02138 
You need only say: "I support the petition." Please sign the card, and then legibly wrtt. 
your name, your university, and your position in the university. The results ot the peU. 
tlon will be made available to Massachusetts legislators. 
ACT TODAY. YOUR SUPPORT IS NEEDED 
INFORMATION: HOUSE Bl LL# 2965 provlde1 that: 
"A reglatered phyalclan may admlnlater or preacrlbe druga or articles In-
tended for the prevention of pregnancy or conception. A reglatered pharmacist 
act!'ally engaged In the bualneaa of pharmacy ,,,ay furnlah 1uch drug1 or attlclee 
to any person preaentlng a preacrlptlon from a registered phyalclan. 
A private non-profit or public health or welfare agency may furnlah Inform• 
tlon aa to where profeulonal advice regarding auch drug• or artlclea may be laW"-
fully obtained. 
Thia 1ectlon •hall not otherwlu b• oonatrued aa amending the provlalona of 
aectlon 20 and 21 relative to p~lbltlon of advertlalng of drug1 or articles In-
tended for the prevention of pregnancy or conception; nor 1hall thla aeetlon be 
construed ao •• to permit the aale or dl1pen1lng of aueh drug• or articles by 
meant of any vending machine or almllar device." 
CIRCULATE THIS AD AMONG YOUR COLLl!AGUE8 
advertisement 
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Civil Rights Group Flans Work 
In Jackson and Newport News 
Jackson, Mississippi and Newport 
News, Virginia will be the sites of 
YWCA voter registration and voter 
education projects this spring vaca-
tion. Four Wellesley students will be 
attending the Virginia project, a.'1d 
three others will work in Jackson. 
Voter registration is a particularly 
important activity in Virginia this 
spring. Harry F. Byrd "Dixkrat" 
senator from Virginia conservative 
Chairman of the Senate appropria-
tions Committee and father of Vir-
ginia's "massive resistance" policy 
retired in favor of his son a few days 
after last November's election. Sen· 
ator Byrd.Jr. will be contested in a 
special primary a!ld election this 
year: Senator A. Willis Robertson 
is also up for election. 
Barstow Evaluates. 
Negro registration in Mississippi 
is of long-range importance in break-
ing down the hard-core segregation 
in that state. A Federal registrar has 
an office in Jackson, and will be work-
ing with the project, which is spon-
sored locally by the NAACP. 
The Newport News project will be 
t:oused Hampton institute, an out-
~tanding Negro school in Hampton, 
Virginia. Negro familioo will provide 
housing for the students working in 
Jarkson. 
One of the students working i!l Vir-
ginia will be Linda Lewis, co-chair-
man-elect of the civil rights group. 
The other co-chairman-elect, Demi 
Kurz, spent last summer in Boston 
w it h the Commonwealth Service 
Corps. 
Continued from page three I Everything they have in reserve is 
The most conscientious of our crit· suddenly and irrevocably committed. 
ics at least occasionally return to . Fortunately, by and large the best 
re-evaluate what they praised or I of all concerned is summoned by the 
damned at first look and may alert rhallenge. 
us to new fire or dead cinders six But sometimes this best is not good 
months after the opening-night event. enough for reasons thought peculiar 
But any performance of a play is to to the fateful occasion. To remedy 
some extent a "happening." Praise this situation rand sometimes to save 
an actor and he will probably ask, the expense of a pre-Broadway tour> 
"When did you see me'!" He knows 'he series of preview performances 
that his performance varies. has been tried. The public is invited 
In the course of a play's run, and lo sec the productio!l at reduced 
depending on the length of its sur- rates while it is still in process of 
viva!, there are many changes. For definition; the venturesome have an 
a while, at least, the ensemble will opportunity to witness the final brush 
improve though at the same time the !<trokes perhaps, or the almost-fin· 
sharpness of focus may decline. ished work before these are applied. 
George M. Cohan used to call full The official "opt>ning night" thus 
cast rehearsals of his hits from time comes disguised as an interruption 
to time, "to take out the improve- Jf a series of "performances" in-
ments." On Broadway, the production tended to stabilize the hopefully com-
stage-manager has as one of his pri- bustible materials being handled: and 
mary functions the prevention of the cut-rate preview customer has !lO 
"improvements." Actors in a long- pretext for complaint. The hopeful 
run production get tired after a few upshot is that the production elements 
months and eventually are replaced, can be perfected and the perform-
seldom by their betters. The great ances made secure before both are 
public never sees what the critic saw presented at the bar of judgment 
and wrote of, and my first innovation 1 not lo claim a bar of "justice">. 
as an entertainment editor would be The economics of the plan make 
to schedule re-reviews every three eminent sense, and quiet growth in 
months. assurance is a good recipe for many 
None the less. all of these variables performances. 
mean that for convenience and for But these very previews ofCer a 
history there must be a given ·occa- strong temptation to the conscien-
sion which is agreed upon as the tious critic like Mr. Kaufman, who 
defining performance of the work. understandably wants to take the 
The re-writes will cease, the rehear- opportunity for a reflective evalua-
sal sequence terminate, the director tioll' - to see a preview performance 
and designer go on to other jobs and and then to report on it after the 
the actors settle in. All involved "cut opening. · 
their losses." as it were. for this Why do the very artists whose work 
specific occasion. The show may by is thus insured a much more careful 
ill chance be under-rehearsed or even \\eighing object violently to this well-
over-rehearsed. but what has been intentioned procedure? I submit that 
achieved then must stand or fall as it is because they know their own 
it is. limitations even better than does the 
On that basic proposition of a kindly Mr. Kauffman. They know of 
scheduled "opening" depend a fan· what they save for the final crucial 
tastically complex series of economic spurt. They know what they discover 
and artistic consequences. Every- when charged with the perverse but 
thing about the production works potent electricity of the moment. 
backwards from that date: the rent- What careful artistry could not cooly 
ing of the theatre itself, the engage- plan and achieve by slow maturing 
ment of the company, the four weeks may burst into blazing light in the 
of rehearsals, the pre-Broadway tour heat of the opening !light crucible. 
if there is one, and the preview And the production which does not 
schedule. But most significantly, hav~ somewhere, in secret reserve, 
prodigies of art and energy focus at the incandescence here described will 
a single date. No rational mind can probably be found to have been im-
comfortably accept what regularly properly fused. The undeserved and 
transpires between the last dress- unexpected benefit is that much of 
rehearsal and the first performance. ''hat is achieved under this \tension 
Martha Graham traditionally changes lasts and informs subsequent per-
the whole decor of her dances to formances. 
relieve the unendurable creative ten- Perhaps appropriately, the critic is 
sion before an ope!ling. Laurette Tay- und~r a si_milar pressure. The daily 
lor dyed her own costume the finally reviewer is a newspaperman first 
"right" color so late that it was still and a critic second. Like the per-
wet for the opening performance of formers he judges, he is under merci-
The Glass Menaferle in Chicago. less pressure. The intelligent reader 
Sadly, to be sure, economics and looks to him for very particular re-
human nature between them deter· sponses, ordered as they must be into 
mine that all the evils of an opening a viable judgment of the event within 
1 procra.5tination and haste, terror and ~ours ~f its occurrence. This very 
euphoria, publicity campaignir and re- immediacy of response is the most 
views that hit the streets at dawn to valuable characteristic of the daily 
determine life or death for fortunes reviewer's work. He can fail as dis-
and reputations> - all these evils astrously as the bad work he over-
would alt.end whatever performance rates, though his head may come 
was declared "the opening." That more slowly to the block. He, too, if 
performance is usually offered to he can't stand the heat should get 
backers, relatives, well-wishers, and out of the kitchen. The great and 
the critics; the public is hardly in- even the merely useful daily critics 
volved at all, unless by proxy. But are those whose S!lap judgments are 
theatre people, trained in a hard sound. Rumination is for others who 
school, kno\1' what rides on this tiger, perform a different function or per-
Reader Writes More Skidmore College, with its spon-sorship of The Comedy Arts The-
atre, offers an opportunity for un-
dergraduates to participate in a 
unique theatre venture. 
The company, opening its sec-
ond summer season in July i.'1 
SarJtoga Springs, New York, has 
been organized for a specific ar· 
tistic purpose. As expressed by its 
founders, the long range aim of 
The Comedy Arts Theatre is "to 
build a repertory company spe-
cializing in the performance of the 
many different styles of comedy." 
Continutd from pagt two 
While I can't claim to be .-.isquoted 
I would like to elaborate a bit on my 
statement, since I'm afraid it gives 
a wrong impression. 
party-mixers have ever been involved 
in a single campaign. 
The tutoring that a fair number of 
girls do each week is another mat-
ter, and it would be doing an in· 
justice to them to be overly critical. 
But yet, one still wishes that not 
quite so much was heard at the lunch 
table about the "excellent teaching 
experience" tutoring provides, or how 
good it is for one to get off campus 
n the middle of the week . 
Slightly expanded over last year, 
the resident acting comJ!any will 
comprise a nucleus of experienced 
players who will carry the . most 
difficult roles i!l the season of four 
comedies. All supporting roles will 
be cast Crom among the under-
graduates participating in the 
summer program, all of whom will 
be eligible to try out for every 
play. I 
For the undergraduates, the I 
Skidmore College Drama Depart· I 
ment is offering a training pro-
gram of four college-credit 
courses: Acting, Dance for Actors, 
Technical Theatre, and Rehearsal I 
and Production. Registration is 
limited and some work aid schol· 
arships are available. 
Interested students should write: 
The Producer, The Comedy Arts 
Theatre, Skidmore College, Sara-
toga Springs, N.Y. 12866. 
Mr. Wagar Views 
The'New Woman' 
Beginning with a look at the rn 
<;yndrome. better known as Tired 
Housewife, continuing with glances 
at the cha!lges in the "feminine mys-
t!que" from the 19'lO's to the present 
and ending with a vision of the fu· 
Lure twenty-first century marriage, 
\1r. Wagar spoke on "Whatever Hap-
pened to the New Woman?" in a lee· 
ture for the Student Education Com-
mittee. 
Using quotes from the literary 
world, and his own ideas on the 
"second sex," Mr. Wagar traced the 
image of the W<>man from G. Ber-
nard Shaw's preface to Getting Mar-
ried, where the "husband was more 
necessary than the master to a dog," 
to the German WW II slogan of "chil· 
dren. kitchen, church virus," to to-
morrow's woman, "engaged in so· 
ciety with jobs tailored to talents." 
Legenda to Set Up 
New Type Election 
Legenda will establish a new type 
vf election on April 18, the day after 
spring vacation. 
While the junior class will nomin· 
ate and vote for the yearbook edi-
tor-h-chief and business manager as 
in the past, the sophomore class will 
vote for editors too. This class will 
have its first chance to put a sopho-
more assistant editor-in-chief and 
business manager into office. 
It is hoped that this procedure 
will give the sophomore class exten-
sive experience in actually producing 
a yearbook. It will also enable fu· 
lure staffs to better groom under-
classmen for all positions. 
haps for the same critic in a differ-
ent context. 
So I would propose for Mr. Kauf-
man an open invitation to rehearsals 
if an understanding of the play and 
process are thought worth that time 
and trouble dedicated to a back-
ground "briefing." But the morni!lg-
after review which helps determine 
both survival and the reputation of 
record can only honestly and properly 
be a judgment of the opening night 
performance (or any subsequent per-
formance l. Let Mr. Kauffman per-
suade his editors that there is no 
necessity for that 2:00 A.M. deadlint! 
and wait a day or so - a.'1d/ or let 
him expound his second thoughts and 
seasoned reflections in the Sunday 
piece. But let him not describe a 
preview when be writes of a per· 
fonnance. 
Most of my opinions about political 
Jctivity at Swarthmore were formed 
at a meeting I attended on the sec· 
on':I night of my visit. With its main 
topic publicized as "Opposition to 
the War in Vietnam" the meeting 
• 1·a_, to provide me with, I hoped, 
· ome idea of the level of stude!lt 
onposition to the war, and also a 
chance to view firsthand that phe-
nomenon known as the New Left. It 
turned out to be better for the latter 
•urpose than I had anticipated, since 
the twenty-five or so people who at· 
tended were, I was told, the "core" 
~roup of activists for all student 
political action, the ones who gener• 
ated the enthusiasm and then set up 
•he programs which eventually in· 
volved a sizable proportion of the 
~tudent body. It was not per se a 
meeting of Students for a [)emocratic 
Society, but, I was also told, it was 
•retty much the same group who did 
run the SOS chapter. 
The discussion by no means con· 
fined itself to Vietnam, and it is for 
this reason that I was moved to make 
the above-quoted remark. The topics 
covered were of an incredible variety 
and number - most of them I can't 
• ven remember. Those I do remem-
ber were concerned for the most part 
with the usual broad areas of polit-
ical interest - Vietnam, civil rights, 
tutoring, etc. Some of the more un· 
usual issues talked about were rather 
amusing to me as an outsider al-
though the general atmosphere of the 
meeting was one of extreme earnest· 
ness. One boy gave a long report on 
the grape strike in Califor!lia, of how 
the issue had developed, how the two 
sides shaped up, and then considered 
what Swarthmore's role might be. 
What he arrived at, aided by others 
in the audience, was that a list of 
the offending brands would be circu-
lated on campus, and plans were 
made to picket a local liquor store 
that carried them. This despite the 
fact that Swarthmore ostensibly is a 
"dry" campus! 
A girl then got up, after the wine 
issue had been tabled, and proceeded 
to tell of her experience at a meeting 
of an electricians' local, at which 
strike discussio!ls were being con-
ducted. She, too, practically present-
ed a dissertation on the background 
of the situation and the issues in· 
volved. However, at the end of her 
talk, she admitted, with what ap-
peared to be great reluctance, that 
the union seemed to have the situa-
tion well in hand, that their leaders 
were professionals. and that she 
could not discern an obvious role for 
Swarthmore students! 
I hope it is clear by now that, al-
though Swarthmore stude!lts do go 
out of their way to find the unpub-
licized issue, their concern is none· 
theless real and -sincere, at least as 
far as this observor could determine. 
The underlying assumption through-
out the \\'!\Ole meeting was that their 
effort, in most cases, could make a 
difference, and that even if they 
might fail to alter a situation already 
in existence, it was no!letheless their 
duty to try. Particularly striking was 
•he general air of urgency, and the 
roncern that specific peopfe be sure 
of just what they had been assigned 
to do, so that the whole meeting 
wouldn't become simply a mass of 
meaningless talk. 
Interesting to me, as a point of 
comparison with Wellesley, was the 
apparent selflessness of the stude!lts, 
a willingness to get involved not with 
the question in mind - what's in it 
for me? - but rather - how can I 
help? The political activity en this 
campus, such as it is - and most 
people don't bother - seems to.me t'o 
be more often motivated by the first 
ouestion and not the second. The girls 
that work in campaigns around the 
Boston area are, occasionally, really 
convinced that their candidate should 
be elected, but as often as not. they 
are working for him to fulflll a 
course requirement or for the social 
opportunities they think will be pro-
vided. The Young Republicans and 
Young Democrats are rather blatant 
about this - no one even asks how 
ma'"ly of the people at the cocktail 
This letter is !lOt meant as a plea 
for more undiluted idealism at Wel-
lesley, but simply as the product of 
an exposure to a different environ-
ment for a week. More individual 
involvement here would be a good 
thing, but one would hope that it 
would be intelligent involvement. If 
the level and amount of such activity 
could be raised, it is very possible 
that it would not take the same form 
as it does at Swarthmore. When I 
mentioned there that I had been 
active with the Young Democrats, 
the girl I was talking to remarked 
that they didn't even have a Young 
Democrats or Young Republicans 
group at Swarthmore, that they ''lpre-
rerred not to work within the fabric 
of society."· which presumably, the 
narty-affiliated groups would do. 
Most of us at Wellesley are not con-
vinced that the "fabric of society" 
is that rotten, because that same so-
ciety has been awfully good to us. 
But equally good, one might counter, 
to Swarthmore students. To what one 
might attribute this difference i!l atti· 
tude would depend upon one's point 
of view - whether it is evidence of 
the superior perception of the Swarth-
more student, or his blind ingratitude, 
or perhaps a reaction to a different 
cet of circumstances - I don't know. 
Sincerely. 
Roschel Holland '66 
l The Bostoa Conference Oa Re-ligion And Race, maintained by 
leaders ID four major faltlls, will 
conduct a full day humu rfgh&I 
Assembly on Thursday, Aprll H 
a& the BoCel Sheraton-Plaza la 
Boston. 
Featured speaken * Uaelr 
topics ue Dr. Maurice A. Dawk· 
Ina, Associate Director ol VISTA 
spealdng on "Poverty Procram 
and Power"; Dr. Beajunla F. 
Payton ol &he National Coacl1 el 
Churches speaking on "Relillou 
Approach to Power"; Mr, Saal 
Allnsky, Community Consultaat, 
speaking on "Community Orr•· 
lzatlon and Power"; and Rlcbard 
Cardinal Cushing, Archbishop ol 
Boston, delivering the closlJll me. 
sace. 
Workshops wlU follow each ad-
dress, wUhln which sldlJecl chair-
men who wtU quiz key people la 
such fields as public weUue, em-
ployment, and education. 
The plannlug committee has 
es&abllshed a special regts&ratlon 
lee of two dollars for students. 
For registration or further infor· 
matlon, write or call conference 
headquarters, 72 Franldln Street, 
Boston, LI 2-7525. 
A thousand people are expected 
to march on Saturday, March 26, 
to a rally protesting the war in 
Vietnam. The march will be a 
part of the International Day of 
Protest, called by the National 
Coordinating Committee to End 
the War in Vietnam, and will be 
only one of more than eighty 
planned protest activities across 
the country. 
Demonstrators will leave the Cam-
bridge Common at 12:30 p.m. and 
will march to the Arlington St. 
Church 355 Boylston St., Boston, 
where the rally will begin at 2 
p.m. Felix Green, autllor of In· 
-side China TOday, will be the fea-
tured speaker. Mr. Green has just 
returned from another trip to 
China. 
Other speakers will include 
Noam Chomsky, professor at 
M.I.T., Edwin Moise, professor at 
Harvard, John ~rassi, Newsweek 
editor, and Bradford Lyttle, offi· 
cial of the Committee for Nonvio-
lent Action. Foreign students and 
folk singers will also participate. 
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1Vew President Captivates Press 
CAMPUS LECTURES by June Levin '67 I "The youthful 51-year-old brunette," 
Friday, March 2S - Film Society March 'l:1 - Professor H. Stuart Wellesley's new president, Miss as the Tribune describes Wellesley's 
presents Odd Man Out starring James Hughes on "'The Cilium's Right to Ruth M. Adams, prefers involvement new president. obviously identifies 
Maso!!. Pendleton, 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. Protest in Time of War," Ford Hall to apathy. giving responsibility to with the present generation Listen· 
• N.Y. Times, March 22). 
The "New name on Wellesley's 
door" as Time magazine calls Miss 
Adams, said that her job consists 
of ''making possible the really im-
portar.t activity of the college, the 
educational one" <Time). She will 
cfficially begin this job on July 1. 
Admission 50<'. Forum, Jordan Hall, 8:00 p.m. payi!lg lip service to it, and 'Miss' to ing to music, "includi!lg jazz and 
Phoenix Club Party. Welle§ley Col- MOVIES 'President,' she disclosed in a press :.1e Beatles"' <Herald Tribune), walk· 
lege Club, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Brattle - March 25-26 Federico conference this week. ing, and reading are among Miss 
MUSIC Fellini's BY.!; March 27-April 2, first Fortunately Miss Adams belieyes Adams' favored activities. 
Fr iday & Saturday, March 25-26 Boston showing of La Viaccia, 5: 15, that "one of the attr ibutes of an Present Generation 
- The New England Conservatory 7:30, 9:45. administrator is his ability to stick Commenting on the present genera- S 
Opera Theater pre~ents lhe Boy Community P layhouse - Walt Dis- his neck out, to open his mouth and lion, Miss Adams said that the an- Opera ea son . . . 
Friend, New England Conservatory, r.ey's The Ugly Dachshund and Win- say something, to decide what side xiety about the modern young wom-
Brown Hall, tickets $1.00, curtain nie the Pooh, begins Friday, March of the fence he is on and to take a an is rather the concern of her eld- Continued from page nine 
8:30 p.m. Friday & Saturday, March 25. stand there, to fish or cut bait, to E'rs than her own. She doesn't con- to the Opera Company of Boston this 
:!5-26. nut up or shut up"'·, for reporters 'd th' . •1 1• vear should co!lsider buying them ~1 er 1s generation · ess mora • ·n~xt year. This fast-rising company 
Sunday, March 'l:1 - Violin and pi- Th s· took her "to task" as the Herald than others "o I I t' I .. 
ano program, Schubert, Brahms and r ee lSler s • • Tribune reporter, a Wellesley alumna in ways of expl;rrng ~d c;~~~~~~?~~ always provides a series containing 
Stravinsky, al Isabella Stewart Gard- Co"ti""~d from paft~ /nur described Monday's press conference. its ethical standards." states the an imaginative mixture of the ramil-
ner Museum. 3 p.m. and a:45 p.m. an 'r'?" interrupted Miss Honeywell Birth Control iar and the unusual. It can often 
2 thinki. h . t h d latched Herald Tribune. "Other generatiO!lS get world-famous performers and Saturday, March 26-Folksinl? w!th 00, ng er sis er a Qm!stioned on the role of an all were not so articulate or honest," . . .· . 
Rob Loud, l!!ternational Student As- onto an archaic spelling. •i ·le;' ~chool in dissemina~ng inf or- '.\fi s Adams said. ,iroducllon a!.,,istants for a two-per-
sociation of Greater Boston 33 Gar-1 Tracks Alumnae mat:on on birth control. Miss Adams Her "hobby horse," Miss Adams formance contract, wh<!.w~uld be un-
den Street Cambridge, 8 p.~. Miss 1004 stirrened, not "retrack- ·aid that "the college's respcnsibility d d th .. , y T" led ... able to accept a corrumsSJon from a , ·a an e .~. . 1mes quo , 1s 1 THEATER ing" her word, "You see, part of my m this area is education." N. Y. th . d tood y· t . .. I larger company for a onger term. 
Charles Playhou~e _ Nicolai G. og- I respo. nsibilities include addre •.ssing fime; •March 22. 1966I. "Physicians e misun .e~s . ic.oria~ won:ian. The Compa'ly's productions are al-
l I h The specialist m V1ctor1an htera- 1. hed and 11 h d ol"s The Inspector General continues mail to a umnae - a I 25,500, s e -hould have a teaching respcnsibilily lure the e t t gg st 'bl ways po ts we -re earse • an 
through April 8. · added with a groan. in the college." : he told the Herald . .~ w n °'.' 0 su e possi P. accomplishment again not always 
.. 1. sed 1 1 f d .. st t' topics for semmars as well as for b' 'th th M t lit , Theater Company or Boston - The mu so e Y. or a mini ra 1''" ~rlbune 1 March 22, 19661. "The sub- larger lectures" which she hoped ·n~s .e WI . e e ropo ans pre-
festival of new plays: Service ror Jo- purposes, but at first there was the ~ct of hirth control is a topic >or 'ght ... T h t .. 1 •ental1ons, which often employ per-hi f cl · t t .. · ·' mi . use visi mg prop e s or ec- form,,rs unfarru'l1'ar w1'th the1'r col-seph Axminster by George Dennison, nr~ em o a JU~ men · . · saiu cminars and large lectures. withi!l rt f th h I ~ 
Frank :'.\ferriwell's Lac;t Race by Geof- ~f1ss 10-04, notmg the Wellesley the boundaries of the law... ::rmg e~~tb!u~o;:!n;r T~g'oo s. leagues and the stag_ing. 
Crt•y Bush. and Icarus' Mother by A~u~n.ae Mag~lne in w~i<;h M.iss Dean Theresa Frisch. contacted b\' I I I d g th d b Scores and recordings for most of 
Sam Shi;-phard March 24-April 3. I ~.irg1ma" V. Sides, . aclm1mstra~1ve he :\few York Times, said that birth , nc u: e ~mon e propose su - the operas for both companies are 
Loeb Drama Center - Two short 'iet>·pres1dent, had vmtten an article ... ntrol i::formation was not offered eels \\ere men~l .health, t.he prob- available at the music library in Jew-! · · "D t p · t w 1 lem of drug addiction, family plan- ett musical works · Leonard Bernstein'~ exp ammg 8 a rocessmg a e • at the school now as "it would be !ling and birth control, or birth co\ · 
Trouble in Tahiti a!ld Igor Stravin~ lesley." . . . against the law of the state." When ·rol even without the family tag"' 
sk\"'s L'Histoire du Soldat March 24- In the article Miss Sides dealt i;.ilcl :if the Massachusetts Law. Mis~ - ---27-~md March 30-April 2. S:30 o.m. rather gently with her erring child. Adams mused. "Isn't that interest- GET DISCOUNT CARD 
Brandeis Univer.>ily - Departme?nt railing Miss 1004's mistake only ll"!lE' ing." lllerald rribune> 
of Theatre Arts presents Arthur Ad- of "electronic indigestion." Miss' Popular l..cader 
amo\' 0 S avant-garde Ping - Pong, Sides wrote: "Envelopes · · · were I Time magazine describes Miss Ad-
:\larch 23-27. 8:30 p.m. returned ~rom, the post office with I ams as ··crisp.'' "trim"' and mixing 
ART the notation, Returned for Better "a very mean metaphor." Time re-
De Cordova Museum - Work by Address' - a masterpie.ce of govern- iorters further note that Miss Adams 
Fitzz Hugh l..::ine t 1840-18f>5t, exhibit ment understatement gire!l the fact "ha< bec!l a pcpular leader" who 
of prints. paintings and drawings, that th.~ envelopes bore no addresses "liberalized curfew hours, fended off 
March 20-April 17, admission 50(' lif at .. all. . , attacks by war veterans on a satir-
over 211. <:ee, I m grateful my data ca? .! ical poem in the campus magazine. 
Boston Museum or Fine Arts he. Returned for Better Addr~ss. told spooky stories to the girls on 
"Flower prints Crom the collection of ~fiss Honeywell 200 heaved with re- Halloween."' tTime. March 25 19661 
the late Mrs. Gl'Qrge Dike ... through hef, "becauc;c all my jerks haven't ___ _ 
March 31. been ironed out yet." 
Also. exhibition O!l Durer and His Tb(' three knowledgeable sisters 
Time. non-members 50,._ flashed dazzling smiles <so bright as 
CommunftJ Playboae 
Wellesley Hiiis CEdar 5-0047 
l!•enlnga at 7:41 Rost- Art Museum, Brandeis Uni- to be almost hlindL'lgl at each other 
\ersity _ 17th century paintings from and recalled with conviction their 
the Low Countries, through March 27. punched-in motto: "'I'o err is human; 
April 3 lo May 1 - Rene Magrite. to computerize, divine." 
h R. Oontl"uoua Beolnnl"I 4:11 
Now Showing! End,; Thurs, Mar 24 
Sidney Poitier in 
"LILIES OF THE FIELD" 
also, Audrey Hepburn In 
"BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S" 
MARK STEVENS 
famous-name sbOf'S 
Femla.i.De Footwear Fashions 
Attrarlinly I.ow-Prfl't'd 
5'4A Washington St., Wellesley Sq. 
CE 5-3603 
A<'ross from the 
Wt>llesley National Bank 
Open Friday night 'tll 9 P.M. 
Webb House - Gu~ts 
617 Washington St. 
(within one block or the College, 
near Rte. 16 at Wellesley Sq.) 
Reasonable priced rooms for 
transient and permanent guests 
Call evenings 235-8964 235-5290 
EXl-.;Tl-:R STREET TllEATRE 
Exeter and Ne\\ bury Strt-ets. Boston 
Beginning Saturday 
A l'AT("ll OF HLllE 
"Compelling Drama! .. 
1\1. Y. .lournal American 
S1chwy Po1twr • Shelley Winters 
~~lizabt'th Hartman 
Scrcl·nci at 1::10 ~ : 30 5·30 1·:10 J::IO 
ancl cartoon THE DOT AND THE 
LINl~ at '1:20 5 20 7 20 J 20 l 
Jack Tony 
1..emmon Curtis 
Nata lie Wood 
"THE GREAT RACE" 
1-3-5:20-7-9:30 
Color 
5 DAYS Beginning Friday, Mar 2.~ 
Extra Shows Sat. 10-12:45-3:30-7:45 
Sunday Continuous Beg. at 3 
Walt D i sney's 
"TllE UGLY DACHSHUND" 
Dean .Jones & Suzanne Pleshctte 
also, "WINNIE THE POOH" 
COMIN'G 7 Days Beg WED Mar 30 
------------------------
Jame~ Coburn 
Lee J. Cobb 
'"OUR MAN FLINT" 
2-4:30-7-9:30 
Tues. & Thurs. 
I :00-4:00-7:00-9:40 
TRANS-WORLD CULTURAL CAMPS INC. 
European Study $1 .70 per week 
Earn College Credit in Switzerland 
Study French, German or Italian in a 
Cross Cultural Environment with European Students 
See Switzerland through the eyes of the European with our tours 
Complete Sports and Aquatics Programs 
(Enrollment limited to SO students) 
JULY 8th . . . • • . . • • . . . . . AUGUST 19th 
The Wellesley National Bank 





where benkin1 i.a made convenient 
fot the Welle•ley Collece Stud...,b 
....- r ... m ~ i-naee cw.enu.. 
...... , ..... nl._.,,..,.._ 
# 
Passpon Photos plus Photos For 
Applications, Licenses, etc. 
Cu~tom Photo Fraiees 
&UBER T S 
83 Central Street 
on Patent Medicines - Vitamins -
Cosmetics ·Toiletries - Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Washington Street 
OP(IOSite Village Church 
Call CE S-2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
THREE ToURMEYS 
ITALY - PARIS 
Rome. Naples, Pompeii. Stena. San G1mlgnano, Florence. Ravenna. 
Venice. Padua. Vmrenza. Verona. Milan. Paris and Versailles. All 
transportation. food. porter and tahle lips, hotels. theatres. museums, 
and extras hke gondola rides are included in the price of this venture 
Into the expenence of Italy and Paris . We will concentrate on artists: 
Duccio. Donatello. Michelangelo, Raphael, Leonardo, Bramante, Titian. 
Tintoretto. Monet. Gaugm, Roua't. But there will he a swim in the 
Adriatic. the Straw Markel, Juliet's balcony, jazz on the sidewalks, a 
concert In the Bohoh Gardens. the Comee.lie Francaise. These 22 days 
will he filled w ith adventures that have taken centuries to create. 
Sight and sound in the Roman Forum. glimmering candles In the Cata-
comhs, St Pauls-outside-the-walls, Pittl Palace, El Campo, San Marco 
Square. San Vllale. Giotto's Tower. San Chapelle. The Uflzzi Gallery 
. . Pizzas. Places. Palaces, Bridges. VIilas. Towers, Lo~gias . .. And 
the mcom parahle light of the Mediterranean We picnic in Nero's gar-
den. stroll along the Seine. watch glass blowers. p:tuse at Dante's tomb. 
You save on the trans-Atlantic !hght. If you buy these land arrange-
ments. Call !or details. 
EUROPE - BA LKANS - ARAB ST ATES 
We travel 13,000 miles on 19 d1!!erent Jets to 12 capitol cities during 
43 days, eat 126 meals. We spend 3 lo 5 days in London, Rome. Cairo, 
Jerusalem. Istanhul, Athens. Belgrad. Vienna. Berlm, Brussels, and 
Paris. We hve al hotels Metropole, Istanbul H11ton, Saint James d'Al-
ban, Shepheards, Stratford Court We walk on the Acropolis, in the 
Imperial Forum and down the Via Dolorosa. We go to the Pyramids. 
we cruise the Aegean. We take a motorcoach to Karlstein. We go to 
the Lido Night Club and the one with telephones between the tables 
m Berlin Opera at Caracalla. Thea1re at Ep1daurus. We have an eve-
ning conversation with a professor in Prague. artists in Belgrade We 
shop m Regents Street. Kur!urstcndamm, Via Veneta and the Rue de 
la Pa1x . These and many more experiences are available to B.U. per-
~onnel at a special price. 
SPAIN - P ORTUGAL - G E NE VA - PARIS 
Paris and the Alps m early June Lighthearted and joyous 1s our jour-
ney to the Iberian Peninsula We explore the coast of Portugal, called 
"httle Eden'" by Byron. Cintra and Estoril boast a majestic palace and 
a ghller1ng Costa do Sol Lisbon could be said to be paved in marble 
and walled in hies. Toledo on Corpus Christi Day. Granada. Seville, 
Cacares, and Merida. the old Roman sites, Barcelona and Madrid. 
Gaudi's fantastic church of the Segrfada Familia, the Royal Chapel 
tchurrigucresque architecture) are among the glories we see as we 
cross the .rocky countryside. The stop in Geneva has a particular ob-
Ject. a trip to the top of the nearby Alps and the Assy Chapel with 
works of Braque, Lipclutz and Picasso. Paris? Boulevards. perfumes. 
Left Bank, Montmartre, Seine and fine food. They are all m our plans 
paced and budgeted for sound value . 
C OM P A RE OUR ALL-INCL US I VE PRICES T O COMMERCIAL TOURS. 
i~!:ul~lOE BROWN LOVES, 232-8912 • .S3 WORTHINGT ON ROAD . 
